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SUMMARY

This dissertation reviews some results about rings of endomorphisms of 
modules, mainly in the form "if a module has the property T then its 
ring of endomorphisms has the property Q".

After an introductory Chapter 0, Chapter 1 is devoted to develop some 
concepts that will be necessary later on; a detailed study of the 
uniform (Goldie) dimension of a module is carried out and, in this 
vein, some original results of the author, which will appear 
elsewhere, are included in Section 4.

In Chapter 2 we present the endomorphism ring of a module as well as a 
general technique for its study (Sections 5 and 6). The modules whose 
rings of endomorphisms have been reviewed are detailed next.

In Section 7, injective and quasi-injective modules are considered; it 
is shown that the factor ring of their endomorphism ring modulo its 
radical is a regular and (right) self-injective ring.

In Section 8, projective modules are discused; the Morita Theorem is 
recollected and some properties of a ring which are inherited by the 
endomorphism rings of its finitely generated projective modules are 
stated; also, a study of the projective modules with local 
endomorphism rings is done.

In Section 9, we consider finite dimensional modules. First they are 
assumed to be also injective and, after dropping this hypothesis, we 
study the nilpotency of the nil subrings of their rings of 
endomorphisms; we also answer some questions about the quotient ring 
of the endomorphism ring of a finite dimensional nonsingular module.

Finally, in Section 10, we look at what happens when the module is 
assumed to satisfy some chain conditions, in general at a first stage 
and under the hypothesis of quasi-injectivity or quasi-projectivity in 
the final paragraph of the dissertation.
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This dissertation consists of two quite different chapters. The first 
of them intends to provide the basic tools of Module Theory that shall 
be used in the second, and that are usually beyond the scope of a very 
elementary course in Rings and Modules. There has been assumed some 
knowledge about direct sums and products, homomorphisms, isomorphism 
theorems, exact sequences, injectivity, projectivity and chain 
conditions, while concepts like essential submodules and extensions, 
complement submodules, singular and nonsingular modules, injective 
hulls or quasi-injective modules are introduced in some detail.

Particular emphasis is made in the topic of finite (Goldie) dimension, 
leading to a Section 4 in which the dimension of a sum of finite 
dimensional modules is studied. This section should be viewed as an 
Appendix to Chapter 1 and may be omitted without consequences for 
Chapter 2.

The second chapter deals with the topic announced in the title: the
ring of endomorphisms (or endomorphism ring) of a module. It is 
assumed that the reader is familiar with concepts such as local, 
simple, semisimple, Artinian or Noetherian rings, Jacobson radical, 
idempotent elements, nilpotent ideals and subrings, factor rings or 
lifting of idempotents. Other ideas are introduced here although at 
times, in order to keep our attention in the main subject of this 
work, some strong results of Ring Theory are just quoted, e.g. some 
facts about perfect and semiperfect rings in Section 8, Goldie’s 
theorems in Section 9 or the Hopkins-Levitzki Theorem in Section 10.

The rings of endomorphisms are introduced along with some easy results 
which show how the structure of a module determines that of its ring 
of endomorphisms. This is the central idea of this dissertation, 
namely the search for theorems of the form "if a module has property T 
then its endomorphism ring has property Q". In fact, what is done here 
is a review of the results of that kind which already existed in the 
literature in case the module is injective, quasi-injective,
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projective or finite dimensional, or satisfy some chain conditions.

A very general technique to find results of that type (the 
11 correspondence theorems") is then presented; some of the results here 
will prove very helpful in the following sections.

Next, the endomorphism ring of a quasi-injective module, or rather its 
factor ring modulo the radical, is studied. This is followed by a 
quick review of the Morita Theorem, and some classes of projective 
modules whose rings of endomorphisms have nice properties are briefly 
introduced.

Injective modules are then revisited, now taking into account their 
dimension; later, nil subrings and quotient rings of the endomorphism 
ring of a finite dimensional module are studied. Finally, we state 
some results about Artinian, Noetherian and finite-length modules, and 
also about quasi-injective and quasi-projective modules with certain 
chain conditions.

Throughout the dissertation, an effort to pay tribute to the parents 
of the ideas which appear there has been made. The references do not 
necessarily mean that we have followed the proofs given in the quoted 
paper but that, to the best of the author’s knowledge, that is the 
first time such a result appeared in the literature. Some papers which 
are not referred to in the text, but contain material which aided in 
the preparation of this work, have been included after the main text 
under the common label of List of References. Also, an index with the 
concepts assumed and defined through the dissertation is provided.

Finally, the author would like to express his gratitude to his 
supervisor, Professor P.F.Smith, for his guidance and for suggesting 
the topic of the dissertation, as well as to the British Council and 
the Caja de Ahorros del Mediterraneo (Spain) for their efficient 
collaboration in preparing and financially supporting him in this last 
study’s year.

Alberto del Valle Robles. Glasgow, September of 1992.



CHAPTER 0 

NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS

Throughout this dissertation, by a ring R we will mean an associative 
ring with identity 1r (or 1 if there is no risk of confusion about the 
ring), and all modules will be unitary (i.e. the product of an element 
x of the module by the identity of the ring equals x). The following 
right-sided conventions will also stand in their left-sided form.

The category of all (unitary) right R-modules will be denoted by Mod 
(RMod for left R-modules). M=Mr will mean that M is an object of ModR. 
Given M=Mr and N=Nr, the notation f:MR--»NR will imply that f is a 
morphism in Mod (i.e., a right R-homomorphism), while shall beR
viewed as a set theoretical map, unless otherwise specified. All
morphisms in the categories Mod and Mod will be written in the sideR R
opposite to the scalars (i.e., given f:MR— »Nr and g: rL— »rK, the images 
of x<=M and yeL will be f(x) and (y)g, or more often fx and yg). In the 
same way, the image of a submodule PSMr will be written f(P) or fP.

Given M=Mr and N-Nr we will denote by Horn (M,N), or by Hom(MR,NR) ifR
we want to emphasize the side, the set of all right R-homomorphisms 
from M into N. If f,geHom (M,N) then the map f+g:M— >N defined viaR
(f+g)x=fx+gx for all xeM, is actually in Horn (M,N), and this ‘sum ofR
homomorphisms’ provides Horn (M,N) with the structure of Abelian groupR
(with the zero map as zero element) which shall be assumed in the
sequel. In case M-N, we call an element of Horn (M,M) an endomorphismR
of M, and write End (M) or End (Mr) for Horn (M, M).R R
Given two rings T,R, a (T,R)-bimodule is an Abelian group M which is
both a left T-module and a right R-module in such a way that, for all
t<=T, reR and xeM, the equality (tx)r-t(xr) is satisfied. We denote
this situation by M=tMr, and the category of (T,R)-bimodules by Mod .T R
For bimodules qMr and tNr, it is well known that Hoiti(Mr,Nr) is an 
object of TModQ. Similarly, for rAq and rBt, Hohi(rA,rB) is in ^od^.
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According to our notation, we will write THom(MR, Nr)q and
Hom(RA.RB) . Note that every module Mr (rN) can be realized as aQ T
bimodule zMr (rNz), where Z is the ring of rational integers; 
therefore, given e.g. qMr and Nr, we have Hom(MR,NR)^, and so on.

The symbols £ and c will mean inclusion and strict inclusion, 
respectively. If M=Mr, the fact that N is an R-submodule of M will be 
abbreviated as N£Mr, while N£M shall be viewed as a set inclusion. 
Therefore, q.£Rr will mean that a is a right ideal of R. By *a is an
ideal of R' (without further specification) we will understand ‘a is a
two-sided ideal of R’ .

For a module Mr, the lattice of submodules of M ordered by inclusion 
will be denoted by Lat(MR). Then Lat(RR) (Lat(RR)) will stand for the 
lattice of right (left) ideals of R. Many times, we will speak about 
chain conditions in a subset £2 of Lat(MR) or Lat(RR), as for example 
when we say ‘Mr has the descending chain condition (always abbreviated 
DCC) on complements'; this will mean that the subset £2 of Lat(MR) 
consisting of all complement submodules in Mr satisfies the minimum 
condition: i.e., every nonempty subset of £2 contains a minimal element 
or, equivalently, every strictly descending chain of elements of £2 
must be finite. Of course, a similar convention stands for the 
ascending chain condition, or ACC.

Recall that, for a module Mr, the lattice Lat(MR) is modular, i.e. 
N+(LnK) = (N+L)r*K whenever N,L,K are submodules of Mr such that N£K. 
This Modular Law will be used without further reference.

Given NSMr and a nonempty subset X of M, we write (N:X) for the right 
ideal {reR: xreN for all xeX> of R. If X is a singleton X={x>, then we 
write (N:x). If, for example, M is a bimodule sMr, we avoid any 
confusion by writing (N:X) or (N:X). If N is the zero submodule thenR S
(O^X) is usually called the (right) armihilator of X in R and written 
r (X); similarly, (0: X) is called the (left) annihilator of X in S,R S
and we write 1 (X).s
If M=Rr then the annihilator ideals of nonempty subsets V of R will be 
simply called the right annihilator ideals of R, and we shall write 
K(V) for r (V). Similarly J£(V) will stand for the left annihilatorR
ideal 1 (V).R
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Also, for a bimodule sMr, the annihilators in M of nonempty subsets V 
of R and W of S will be considered, and our notation will be 
1 (V)={m<=M: mr=0 for all reV} and r (W)“{m€M: sm=0 for all seW>.M M
If N £ M r  is a direct summand of M (i.e. if there exists LSMr such that
M=N©L) then we write N£dM. If M can be decomposed as © Ml and jeli €1
then fr^s^Mi—%Mj will mean that f is the canonical projection of M on
Mj for the given decomposition (i.e., if x= E x , for some finite

1 S F  1
subset F of I and some 0*x eMi, is the unique expression of x in ©Mi, 
then f(x)=x^ if jeF and f<x)=0 otherwise). Similarly, if N£Mr, then 
p:M-^-»M/N should be read as ‘p is the natural epimorphism of M onto 
M/N (i.e., p(x)=x+N for all xeM).

Finally, a family {M^iel} of submodules of a module Mr will be said
to be independent if the sum 1̂ JM1 is direct, i.e. if, for any two
nonempty finite subsets J and K of I, we have ( Z M )n( E M )=0,j€J j k€K k



CHAPTER 1 

GOLDIE DIMENSION

Se c t io n  1: Es s e n t ia l  Ex t e n s io n s  a n d  Co m p l e m e n t  Su b m o d u l e s

In this first section, we introduce several concepts which will be 
used throughout this dissertation, and establish their first 
properties. The basic concepts are the essential extensions and 
complement submodules of a module and the nonsingular modules.

Essential Submodules and Essential Extensions

The concept of essentiality was introduced by R.E.Johnson [26; p.891] 
in the early fifties, although the terminology is due to B.Eckmann and 
A. Schopf [12]. Given two right R-modules NSMr, N is said to be an 
essential submodule of M if N has nonzero intersection with each 
nonzero submodule of M (A.W.Goldie’s terminology [19] was N meets all 
submodules of M). We denote this situation by N£eM. If N£eM and NcM, 
then we write NceM and say that N is a proper essential submodule of 
M. If M=Rr we call an essential submodule of Rr an essential right 
ideal of R.

Clearly, if the zero submodule is an essential submodule of Mr then M 
itself must be zero. Also, if N is an essential direct summand of Mr 
then N=M.

If N£eM then we also say that M is an essential extension of N though, 
as C. Faith points out in [FA73; p. 168], it might well be called an 
inessential extension. In Section 3 we shall slightly generalize our 
concept of essential extension, but for the other sections the 
definition given here will suffice.

Next, we give the following useful characterization of essential 
extensions:
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LEMMA 1. 1 N is an essential submodule of M if and only if, for all 
xeM\N, there exists r«=R such that 0*xreN. In this case, for all xeM, 
(N: x)£eRR.

p r o o f : If NSeM and xeM\N then, in particular, x*0, whence xR^O and
thus xRnN^O. Conversely, if there exists O^LSMr such that Na L=0 then, 
for any xeLXN^o, xRnN=0.
Assume now that NSeM, and let reR\(N:x); then xr£N and hence there 
exists s<=R such that 0*{xr)s«=N; then 0^rse(N:x) and thus, by the first 
part, (N:x)£eRR.»

Then, for example, it is clear that ZSelQz (or, more generally, every 
commutative domain is essential in its field of fractions).

The following lemma states, among some other useful properties of 
essential extensions, that the set of essential submodules of Mr is a 
filter in the lattice Lat(MR).

PROPOSITION 1.2 Let Mr be a module with submodules N,L; Ni,...,Nn; 
Li,...,Ln; and let f:KR— »Mr be any homomorphism. Then

a) if NSL, then NSeM if and only if NSeL and LSeM;
b) if NSeNi and LSeLi, then NrvLSeNinLi; in particular, if NSeM and 

LSeM then NnLSeM.
c) if NSL and (L/N)£e(M/N), then LSeM;
d) if NSeM then f_1(N)£eK:;
e) if NiSeLi for i=l,.,.,n and the sum ENi is direct, then ELi is also 

direct and (©Ni)Se(eLi).

proof: a) Assume NSeM; then for all 0*A£M, LnA^NnA^O, whence LSeM;
and for all O^ASL, NnA^O, whence NSeL. Conversely, if NSeL, LSeM and 
ASMr verifies AnN=0, then Nn(AnL)=0, whence AnL=0 and thus A=0; 
therefore NSeM.

b) Let O^ASNinLi; since NSeNi, O^NnA and then, since LSeLi, Ln(NnA)= 
(LnN)r\A*0; therefore LnNSeNinLi.

c) Assume (L/N)£e(M/N) and let 0*A£Mr; if ASN then AnL=A5t0; if AiN
A+N A+N Lthen — —5*0, whence n^^O, i.e. Nc(A+N)nL=(AnL)+N, and thus AnL^O;

therefore LSeM.

d) This is very easily proved using (1.1); however, in order to obtain
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a dual proof for the next result, we proceed as follows: Assume first
-ithat f is monic; then if A£Kr is such that f NnA=0, we get 

0= f (f-1NnA) = ff~1NnfA= (NnfK)nfA= NnfA, 

whence fA=0 and thus A=0, proving that f N£eK.
In general, since g: (K/Kerf)— >M given by g(k+Kerf)=fk is monic, we get

g 1N=^— and hence, by c), f 1N£eK.Kerf Kerf
e) Since the case n-2 is easily extended to any finite number of
submodules, we prove that NSeL, N7£eL7 and NnN7=0 implies LnL7=0 and
N©N7£eL©L7; by b), 0=NnN7 £eLnL7, whence LnL7-0; consider now the

-1projections n: L©L7— >L and p:L©L7— >L7; by d), n N=N©L7£eL©L7 and 
p 1N/=L©N7 £eL©L7, and thus b) gives N©N7 £eL©L7. ■

REMARK: (1.2.e) also holds for infinite direct sums [G; Prop.1.4],

There is a dual concept for essentiality which is convenient to
introduce here, though it will not be used until the second chapter. A 
submodule N of Mr is said to be small or superfluous in M if the only 
submodule L of M which verifies N+L=M is M itself. Our notation for 
this situation is N«M. Dual to (1.2) we have:

PROPOSITION 1.3 Let Mr be a module with submodules N,L; Ni,...,Nn; 
Li, . . . ,Ln; and let f: Mr— >Kr be any homomorphism. Then

a) if N£L then L«M if and only if N«M and (L/N)«(M/N);
b) if N«M and L«M then N+L«M;
c) if N£L and N«L, then N«M;
d) if N«M then f(N)«K;
e) if Ni«Li for i=l,...,n and the sum SLi is direct then ©Ni«©Li.a

There are modules which possess submodules which are at the same time 
essential and superfluous, for example any nontrivial subgroup of the 
quasi-cyclic group Z(p°°) (for any prime integer p), or the (two-sided) 
maximal ideal of any local ring which is not a division ring.

On the other hand, some modules Mr have no essential (resp. 
superfluous) submodules other than M (resp. 0). These are precisely 
the semisimple modules (resp. the modules with zero radical). This
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will follow immediately from Proposition 1.5, but before proving it we 
need to introduce the concept of relative complement.

Complement Submodules

Given a module Mr and a submodule NSMr, the set Q={L£Mr: LnN=0> is 
clearly inductive and nonempty (0<=C2). Any maximal element of £2 is said 
to be a relative complement for N in M. This concept is reminiscent of 
the set-theoretical concept of complement subset and has an obvious 
generalization to arbitrary lattices.

Note that, if N,K£Mr verify NrvfC=0, then £2’=-{L£Mr: K£L and LnN=0> is 
also inductive and nonempty, so that we can take a relative complement 
for N which contains K. The following result implies the remarkable 
fact, essentially proved by R.E.Johnson [26], that every submodule of 
a module Mr is a direct summand of an essential submodule of Mr.

PROPOSITION 1.4 Let NSMr; if L is a relative complement for N in M 
then N©L is an essential submodule of M.

p r o o f : Since NnL=0, the sum N+L is direct. Suppose now that KSMr is
such that (N©L)nK=0; then (N©L)+K=N©L©K, whence Nn(L©K)=0 and then, by 
maximality of L, we get L©K=L, i.e. K=0.■

PROPOSITION 1.5 For any module Mr, the socle of M is the

intersection of all essential submodules of M, and the radical of M is 
the sum of the superfluous submodules of M.

p r o o f : Write SocM and RadM for the socle and the radical of M, (i.e.
the sum of all simple submodules of M and the intersection of all
maximal submodules of M, respectively); and set

A=n{N:NSeM} B=£{N:N«M>.

For any simple submodule S of M, and for any NSeM, we have O^NnSSS, 
whence Nr\S=S, i.e. SSN; therefore SocMSA. On the other hand, let LSAr, 
and let L' be a relative complement for L in M; then, by (1.4),
L©L'£eM and hence A£L©L'; by modularity, L©(AnL' )=Ar\(L©L')=A, which
proves that every submodule of A is a direct summand of A, i.e. A is
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semisimple and hence ASSocM. Therefore A=SocM, as desired.
For any maximal submodule L of M, and for any N«M, we have NSN+LcM, 
whence N=N+L, i.e. LSN; therefore BSRadM. To see that RadMSB, we prove 
that xR is superfluous for all xeRadM; if xR is not superfluous and 
NcMr is such that N+xR=:M, then clearly x£N and thus, by Zorn's Lemma, 
A={K£Mr: NSK and x$K> has a maximal element Ko, which is in turn a 
maximal submodule of M, since

KocLSM =» L<*A * xeL =* M= N+xRc Ko+xR£ L =* L=M;

therefore, since x£Ko, x^RadM. This completes the proof.*

By a complement in M we will mean any submodule N of M which is a 
relative complement in M for some submodule of M. In this case we 
write NSeM. If M=Rr then we call a complement submodule of Rr a right
complement in R. For example, every direct summand N of M is a
complement in M (if M=N©L, then N is a relative complement for L in
M). There exists a close relationship between the concepts of 
complement and essentiality, as the next result shows (in fact, some 
authors call complements closed or essentially closed submodules 
because of the equivalence a)^b)).

PROPOSITION 1.6 Let NSMr. Then the following are equivalent:

a) N is a complement in M;
b) N does not admit proper essential extensions within M;
c) for any LSMr such that NSLSeM, (L/N)£e(M/N).

p r o o f : a)=*b) Assume that N is a relative complement for some KSMr,
and suppose NSeLSM. Since (LnK)nN=Kr\N-0, we get LaK=0 and then, by 
maximality of N, it must be N=L; this proves b).

b)=»c) Assume NSLSeM, and suppose that K is such that NSKSMr and 
(L/N)r\(K/N)=0; then N=Lr\K£eMrvK=K (1.2.b), whence N=K by b), i.e. 
K/N=0; therefore (L/N)£e(M/N).
c)=*a) Let K be a relative complement for N in M; we prove that N is a
relative complement for K in M. Since Nr\K=0, we can find a complement
N' for K in M with NSN'; then, by modularity, (N©K)nNy =N©(Kr\N')-N;

since N£N©K£eM by (1.4), the hypothesis gives but the previous

argument gives so that N=N'.■
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COROLLARY 1. 7 Let Mr be any module, and let N be a complement in Mr. 
Then, for any KSMr such that NSK and (K/N)Sc(M/N), we have KScM.

proof: If KSeLSM then, by (1.6. c), ^-ê > whence i-e- K=L. ■

From (1.6.b), it is clear that, if NSeM and LSMr is such that NSL, 
then NSeL. On the other hand, we have the following ‘transitive* 
property of complements.

PROPOSITION 1.8 Let LSN be submodules of Mr such that LScN and NSeM. 
Then LSeM.

p r o o f [10;Theo.2.2]: By hypothesis, L is a relative complement in N
for some L7£N, and N is a relative complement in M for some N7SM. Then 
Ln(L7©N7 )=0 since, for xeL, yeL7 and z<=N7, we have

x=y+z => z=x-y eNnN/=0 x=y eLr\L/==0.

Then we can take a complement K for L7©N7 in M such that LSK. Set 
P=Nn(K+N7); then PnL7=(K+N7)nL7=0; for, let ksK, xgN7 , yeL7, then

k+x=y k=y-x eKn(L7©N7)=0 x=y €N7nL7=0.

Now, since LSPSN, the maximality of L gives L=P=Nn(K+N7), and from 
this we get (K+N)nN7=0; for, let keK, xeN, yeN7, then

y—k+x =* x=y-k €Nn(K+N7)=L =*> y-k+x gN7aK S(N7+L7)nK =0.

Therefore, by maximality of N, we have K+N=N, i.e. KSN and thus, by 
modularity, L- Nn(K+N7) = K+(NnN7)= K; hence LSeM. ■

Given NSMr we can take first a relative complement K for N in M, and 
then a relative complement N’ for K in M containing N. N* is then a 
complement and also an essential extension of N. For, if LSN’ verifies 
LnN=0 then we have KSK@L and (K©L)nN=0, since k+x=n (for keK, xeL, 
neN) implies k=n-xeKnN7=0, so that n=x<=Nr\L=0. Hence, by maximality of 
K, K=K©L, i.e. L=0, proving the claim. We shall call an e-closure (for 
essential closure) of N in M every complement in M that is an

essential extension of N. As we have just seen, e-closures do exist 
for any submodule of any module Mr, and by (1.6) and (1.2. a) the set 
of e-closures of N in M coincide with JF={LSMr: NSeL}. The next 
proposition gives another description or the same set.
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PROPOSITION 1.9 Let N£Mr. Then the e-closures of N in M are the 
minimal elements of £={K£Mr: K£cM and N£K>.

proof: If N' is an e-closure for N in M then clearly N7eg; if Keg is
such that K£N7, then (1.2. a) K£eN7 and, since K£cM, K=N7; therefore N7 
is minimal in &.
On the other hand, if K is a minimal element of &, we have to prove
that NSeK; for, let N7 be an e-closure for N in K; then N 7£cM (1,8)
and therefore N 7ef?, whence K=N7 and thus N£eK. ■

An e-closure for N in M need not be unique: For example, if R=Z and 
M=(Z/2Z)e(Z/4Z), then N=(0,2)Z has two e-closures in M, namely (0,1)Z 
and (1,1)2.

We close this paragraph with an application of the concept of 
e-closure, which characterizes the essential extensions within a 
module Mr.

PROPOSITION 1.10 Let N£L be submodules of Mr. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent

a) N£eL;
b) N and L have a common relative complement in M;
c) N and L have a common e-closure in M.

p r o o f : a)=̂ b). Let L7 be a relative complement for L in M; then
NnL7£LnL7=0, and if KSMr is such that L7£K and N/̂ K=0 then (1.2.b)
0=NnK£eLnK, i.e. 0=Lr\K; by maximality of L7, this gives K=L7.
Therefore L7 is also a relative complement for N in M.

b)=̂ c). If K is a common relative complement for N and L, take a 
relative complement K7 for K containing L (and hence N); K7 is then 
the desired common e-closure.

c)=»a). This follows immediately from (1.2.a).«
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Nonsingular Modules

The concepts of singular ideal of a ring and nonsingular ring were 
introduced by R.E.Johnson [26; p. 894], and extended some years later 
to modules by himself [27; p.537]. These concepts are closely related 
to those of essential and complement submodules and have proved to be 
very helpful in many different areas of Ring Theory, particularly in 
the study of quotient rings. They will be used frequently throughout 
this dissertation, and we shall compile here their definition and 
first properties.

LEMMA 1.11 Let M r be any module. The set Z(M r ) = {xeM: r (x)SeRR>=R
{x g M: xa=0 for some aSeRR} is a submodule of M r .

p r o o f: First note that, with the help of (1.2. a), it is clear that
both sets in the statement of the lemma are actually equal.
Since r (0)=RSeRR, we have OgZ(Mr). Let x,y€Z(MR) and write a=r (x), R R
b=r <y); then (x-y) (anb)=0 and anbSeRR, whence x-yeZfMR). Finally, ifR
reR then, by (1.1), (a:r)SeRR and xr(a:r)Sxa=0, whence xreZ(MR). 
Therefore Z(Mr) is a submodule of Mr. ■

Z(Mr) is called the singular submodule of Mr. The module Mr is called 
nonsingular (resp. singular) if Z(Mr)=0 (resp. Z(Mr)=M). The right 
singular ideal of a ring R is Zr(R)=Z(RR), and R is a right 
nonsingular ring if Zr(R)=0, The left singular ideal and left 
nonsingular rings are defined similarly. Since all our rings have an 
identity, it is easy to show that Zr(R)*R for any ring R in which 1*0, 
i.e. there do not exist ‘singular rings’.

PROPOSITION 1.12 Let Mr be any module and let NSMr. Then

a) Z(Nr)=NhZ(Mr);
b) Z(M r ) is a singular module;
c) if M r is singular (resp. nonsingular), then so is N r ;
d) if Nr is nonsingular and NSeM, then M r is nonsingular;
e) if NSeM then M/N is singular;
f) if M/N is nonsingular then NSeM.

p r o o f: a) is clear from the definition.
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b) follows by applying a) to the case N=Z(Mr).
c) follows directly from a).
d) Since Nr is nonsingular, 0=Z(Nr)=NhZ(Mr) , and since NSeM this
implies Z(Mr)=0, i.e., Mr is nonsingular.
e) For any x«=M, (N:x) is an essential right ideal of R such that
x(N:x)SN, i.e. (x+N)(N:x)=0 in M/N, and therefore x+NeZ(M/N), whence 
Z(M/N)=M/N.
f) If M/N is nonsingular and NSeKSM, then K/N is singular by e) and 
nonsingular by c), since K/NSM/N. But obviously the only module which 
is both singular and nonsingular is the zero module, so that K/N=0, 
i.e. N=K, and hence NSeM. ■

PROPOSITION 1.13 Let R be any ring and let M r be a nonsingular 
module. Then

a) for any right ideal a of R, aSeRR R/a is singular as a right 
R-module; in this case MaSeM;

b) for any NSMr, NSeM » M/N is singular;
c) for any NSMr, NSeM M/N is nonsingular.

p r o o f: a) If ciSR r and (R/<x )r is singular, then there exists bSeRR
such that (l+a)b=0, i.e. bsa, whence aSeRR; the converse follows from 
(1. 12. e); if aSeRR then for all O^xeM we have, by nonsingularity of 
M r , O^xa; thus there exists rea such that O^xreMa, and therefore 
MaSeM,

b) Assume that Mr is nonsingular and M/N is singular; then, for all 
xeM\N, (N:x)=r (x+N) is an essential right ideal of R, and henceR
x(N:x)*0; thus there exists reR such that O^xreN, and therefore NSeM. 
The converse is (1.12.e).

c) Assume that Mr is nonsingular and NSeM; let K be such that NSKSM 
and K/N=Z(M/N); then, since K is nonsingular and K/N is singular, b) 
gives NSeK and hence N=K, i.e. Z(M/N)=K/N=0. The converse is 
( 1 .



Se c t io n  2 : T he Un if o r m  D im e n s io n  o f a  M o d u le

A module Mr is called finite dimensional (abbreviated f.d.) if all 
direct sums of nonzero submodules of M have a finite number of 
summands. Thus e.g. all Artinian or Noetherian modules are f.d. We 
shall show that, if M is f.d., there is a least upper bound for the 
set D(M)={n<=Z: there is a direct sum of nonzero submodules of M with n 
summands}. This fact will allow us to define a ‘dimension’ for finite 
dimensional modules which generalize the concept of dimension of a 
vector space.

Both concepts, finite dimensional modules and the dimension of a 
module, were introduced by A.W.Goldie. In [18] he concerned himself 
with ideals of a ring, but most of the proofs given there go through 
with minor changes when extending these concepts to modules, as Goldie 
did in [19].

Next, we give a first characterization of finite dimensional modules 
which sharpen our observation that either chain condition implies 
finite dimensionality.

PROPOSITION 2.1 For any module Mr, the following are equivalent:

a) Mr is finite dimensional;
b) Mr satisfies the ACC on complement submodules;
c) Mr satisfies the DCC on complement submodules.

proof: a)=*b) If NicN2C-‘* is an infinite chain of complements in M,
then we construct an infinite direct sum of nonzero submodules of M as 
follows: since each extension NicNi+i is not essential, choose
O^LiSNi+i such that LinNi=0; then Ni©Li©L2©••• is the announced sum.

b)=»c) If NidN2d**' is an infinite chain of complements in M, then set 
Lo=0 and let Li (i=l,2, ...) be a relative complement for Ni in M 
containing Li-l; then LicL2C*** is an infinite ascending chain of 
complements in M in which the inclusions are strict by (1.10).

c)=*a). If M contains an infinite direct sum Ni©N2©* • • of nonzero
submodules and Ki is an e-closure for Ni©Ni+i©- • • in Ki-i (where
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Ko=M), then KidK2D-• • is an infinite chain of complements in M by 
(1.8) and (1.10).■

Clearly, every submodule of a f.d. module is f.d. Some other 
properties of stability for f.d. modules are listed below.

PROPOSITION 2.2 Let Mr be any module and let N, Ni.....Nr be

submodules of M. Then

a) if N is f.d. and NSeM, then M is f.d.;
b) if M is f.d. and NSeM, then M/N is f.d.;

c) if N and M/N are both f.d., then M is f. d.;
d) if each Ni is f.d. and the sum ZNi is direct, then ©Ni is f.d.

proof: a) Clearly, a direct sum i©IMi of nonzero submodules of M
provides a direct sum ©Ni of nonzero submodules of N, where Ni=NnMi; 
therefore the index set I must be finite and hence M is f.d.

b) By (1.7), an infinite strictly ascending chain of complements in 
M/N would provide an infinite strictly ascending of complements in M, 
which is impossible by (2.1); thus, also by (2.1), M/N is f.d.

c) Assume that N and M/N are both f.d., and let Mi@M2©'** be an 
infinite direct sum of submodules of M; set Tk-Mk©Mk+i©* ■ ■; we claim 
that NnTk=0 for some k.
Suppose not; since NnTi^O, there exists r1“  ̂ such that
Ni=Nr\(Mi©* • -©Mr î O; but also Nf\Tr +1*0 and hence we have, for some l i
r2>rV  ^2=Nn(Mri+i© • • ‘©Mr^J^O. In this way, we produce an infinite 
independent set {Ni,N2, ...} of nonzero submodules of N, which 
contradicts the hypothesis and hence proves the claim.
Let now p:M— -̂>M/N; since KerprVTk=Nr\Tk=0, we may view Tk as a submodule 
of the f.d. module M/N, and then all but a finite number of the Mr 
(for r£k) must be zero, proving that M is f.d.

d) By induction: If r=l then there is nothing to prove; if r>l then Ni 
and (©Ni)/Ni £ ©Ni are f.d., and hence so is ©Ni by c).»1 2  i

Note that (2.2.b) fails if N is not a complement in M. For example, 
consider Q as a Z-module; since any two nonzero elements of 0 have a 
common nonzero multiple, any two nonzero submodules of <Q have nonzero
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intersection and then (B is finite dimensional; but Q/Z may be 
expressed as the direct sum of all its p-primary components, which are 
infinitely many and all nonzero, and thus it is not finite 
dimensional.

The stated property about the submodules of (Q̂ is of interest in 
itself, and will be key in order to define the dimension of a finite 
dimensional module. A module Ur is uniform if U*0 and every two 
nonzero submodules of U have nonzero intersection; or, equivalently, 
if U*0 and every nonzero submodule of U is essential in U. Note that 
an essential extension of a uniform module is uniform. For a uniform 
module U it is clear that the least upper bound of 2)(U) is 1.

LEMMA 2.3 Every nonzero finite dimensional module Mr contains a 
uniform submodule.

p r o o f [i s ;Lemma 1.2]: Suppose not. Then M itself is not uniform and
so there exist 0*Mi,Li£Mr with MinLi=0. But again Li is not uniform, 
and we can find O^MZjLz^Li with M2nL2=0. This process leads to an 
infinite direct sum Mi©M2©*-' of nonzero submodules of M, a 
contradiction.■

PROPOSITION 2.4 If 0*Mr is finite dimensional, then there exist 
uniform submodules Ui,***,Un of M such that the sum Ui+*-*+Un is 
direct and Ui©* * *©Un£eM.

p r o o f : Let Ui be a uniform submodule of M, and let Ki be a
complement for Ui in M. If Ui is not essential in M then Ki^O and Ki
is f.d., so that Ki contains a uniform submodule U2. If U1©U2 is not
essential in M then it has a nonzero complement K2 which contains a
uniform submodule U3 with (Ui©U2)nU3 £ (Ui©U2)nK2 = 0.
Since M is f.d., this process must stop at some step n, and then 
Ui, * *■,Un have the desired property.*

THEOREM 2.5 Let Mr be a module, and suppose that M contains an 
essential submodule of the form Ui©-’*©Un where the Ui's are uniform. 
Then any direct sum of nonzero submodules of M has at most n summands.
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proof [18;Theo.6]: Let Vi, • • •, Vk be an independent family of nonzero
submodules of M and suppose k>n. Assume also n&2 (if n^l then M is 
uniform or zero, and thus the result is clear).
If N£Mr is not essential in M, then N has zero intersection with some 
Ui. For, suppose NnUi^O (i=l,***n); then NnUiSeUi, whence

©(NnUi) £e &Ui £e M l l
by (1.2.e). Then, since ®(NnUi)£N, we have NSeM (1.2.a), a 
contradiction.
Let Vi=V2©- • - ©Vk; Vi is not essential in M, and so we can assume e.g. 
VinUi=0. Therefore the sum Ui©V2©* • *©Vk is direct.
Let V2=Ui©V3©• • • ©Vk which, as above, has zero intersection with some 
Ui, and not actually with Ui. Assume then V2aU2=0; therefore the sum 
Ui©U2©V3©*••©Vk is direct.
Since n<k we can, by repeating this argument, give raise to a direct 
sum (Ui©* • • ©Un)©(Vn+i©• • • ©Vk) with the second parenthesis nonzero, but 
this contradicts the essentiality of Ui©***©Un. Therefore it must be 
that k^n, as desired.■

COROLLARY 2.6 A module Mr is finite dimensional if and only if it 
contains a finite direct sum of uniform submodules which is an 
essential submodule of M. In this case, the number of summands in such 
a sum is an invariant n of M which equals the least upper bound of 
D(M)={keZ: M contains k independent nonzero submodules}.

p r o o f : The first statement follows immediately from (2.4) and (2.5).
If Ui©'• *©Un and Vi©-*‘©Vk are essential submodules of M with each Ui 
and each Vi uniform, then apply (2.5) twice to obtain n^k and k^n, 
whence n=k. A new application of the previous theorem proves the last 
statement. ■

If M r is finite dimensional then the integer n of Corollary 2.6 is 
called the uniform or Goldie dimension of M. Our notation will be 
u(M)=n. If M is not finite dimensional then we write u(M)=oo. A ring R 
is said to be right (left) finite dimensional if so is the regular 
module R r (rR).

For example, a semisimple module M is f.d. if and only if it is
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finitely generated, if and only if it is of finite length, and in this 
case u(M)=length(M), the composition length of M. In particular, this 
shows that our concept of dimension generalizes the usual one for 
vector spaces.

In (2.1) we showed that the finite dimensionality of M r depends on the 
set of complement submodules of M r ; in fact, also the dimension of M r 

may be described in terms of its chains of complements. In the next 
proposition, for an strict chain KocKlc*•*cKn of complements in M,
call n the length of the chain.

PROPOSITION 2.7 Let Mr be a finite dimensional module, and let

n=u(MR). Then n is the maximum of the lengths of all chains of

complements in M. Moreover, a chain 0=KocKic • • *cKr=M of complements in 
M has length r=n if and only if (K1+1/K1) is uniform for i=0,.,.,n-l.

proof [19;Lemma 1.4]: The construction methods used in (2.1) prove
the first part: if KocKic* • *cKr is a chain of complements, then we get
a direct sum of r nonzero submodules of M r as in ‘a)=s>b)’; also, if
Ni©• • ■ ©Nr is a direct sum of nonzero submodules, then we get a chain 
of complements with r strict inclusions as in *c)=»a)*.
Now, suppose that 0=KocKic* * *cKn=M is a chain of complements and fix 
an ie{0, . ..,n-1>. By the first part, we cannot insert any complement 
between Ki and Ki+i; hence, for any N£Mr with KicNcKi+i, Ki+i must be 
an e-closure of N by (1.9) and thus, by (1.6.c), (N/Ki )£e(Ki+i/Ki); 
therefore Ki+i/Ki is uniform.
Conversely, let 0=KocKic-■ *cKr=M be a chain of complements with each 
Ki+i/Ki uniform. For i=2,...,r let Li(*0) be a relative complement of 
Ki-i in Ki; then clearly the sum Ki©L2©* • *©Lr is direct; moreover, 
since each Li embeds in Ki/Ki-i, all the summands are uniform; also, 
we have Ki-i©Li£eKi (1.4); then, repeated applications of (1.2.e) give

Kl©L2© L 3©* • *©Lr £e K 2© L 3©***©Lr Se *** £e Kr-l©Lr £e Kr=M,

and hence, by (2.6), n-r.u

As we have already remarked, Artinian modules are f.d.; more can be 
said in this case since, if Mr is Artinian and Ui,...,Un are uniform 
submodules of M with ©UiSeM, then we can find a simple submodule Si
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inside each Ui, and we get ©Si£eM, whence Soc(M)£eM and then 
u(M)=u(SocM)=length(SocM), as a consequence of part a) of the next 
result.

PROPOSITION 2.8 Let Mr be any module, and let N,Ni,...,Nr be

submodules of M. Then

a) if N£eM then u(N)=u(M); if M is f.d. then the converse holds;

b) if NSeM then u(M)=u(N)+u(M/N);
c) if K is an e-closure for N in M then u(M)+u(K/N) = u(N)+u(M/N);
d) if Ni, . . . , Nr are independent then u(©Ni )=2u(Ni).

proof: a) If u (N) =oo then also u(M)=oo; if u(N)=n and N£eM, then any
direct sum ©Ui of uniform submodules of N which is essential in N isl
also essential in M, whence u(M)-n. If u(M)=u(N)=n and ©Ui is as 
before, then ©Ui must be essential in M, because otherwise it could be 
extended to a direct sum with more than n terms, so that NSeM (1.2. a).

b) Note first that, if some term is not finite, then the formula holds 
by (2.2.b) and (2.2.c). Suppose then they are all finite; let 
0=NocNic* • *cNr=N be a chain of complements in N (and hence in M) with 
each Ni+i/Ni uniform; and let 0-(Ko/N)c(Ki/N)c* ■ *c(Ks/N)=(M/N) be a 
chain of complements in M/N (whence each KiScM by (1.7)) with each 
(Ki+i/N)/(Ki/N) uniform (and then so is Ki+i/Ki). Thus

0=NocNic * * • cNr=N=KocKic • • -cKs=M

is a chain of complements in M with each factor uniform, so that, by 
(2.7), u(M)= r+s= u(N)+u(M/N).

c) As in b), if some summand is not finite, then the formula holds. 
Assume then they are all finite; by (1.2.c), (K/N)Sc(M/N) and thus, 
applying b) twice, we get

u(M) = u(K)+u(M/K) = u(K)+uffijh = u(K)+u(M/N)-u(K/N),

and since u(N)=u(K), the result follows.

d) This follows easily by induction from b) (recall that every direct 
summand of M is a complement in M).«



S e c t io n  3 : In j e c t iv e  Hu l l s ; F in it e  D im e n s io n a l  In j e c t iv e  M o d u le s

This section start with a proposition which shows how the injectivity 
of a module depends on its essential extensions; this is one of the 
ways in which the concept of injective hull of a module appears 
naturally (as a maximal essential extension of the module). The fact 
that every submodule of an injective module Eh admits an injective 
hull within E will be used to characterize the finite dimensional 
injective modules. This characterization will be used later when 
studying the endomorphism ring of E. At the end of the section, we 
define quasi-injective modules and prove some results which will be 
used later.

Injective Hulls

In this paragraph we shall change slightly our concept of essential 
extension. By a (proper) essential extension of M r we shall henceforth 
mean a monomorphism f from M r to any module N r such that (ffMj^N and) 
f (M)SeN.

Recall that an injective module is a direct summand of any module 
containing it (in fact this is also a sufficient condition for the 
module to be injective). Next, we give two more characterizations of 
injective modules.

PROPOSITION 3.1 A module Er is injective if and only if it does not 
admit proper essential extensions.

proof [12; 4.2]: If Er is injective and f:ER— >Nr is an essential
extension of E, then fE(=E) is injective and hence a direct summand of
N, but since fESeN this implies fN and therefore f is not proper. 
Conversely, if E r is not injective, then there exists a module Lr
containing E such that E is not a direct summand of L; for a relative 
complement E' of E in L, E©E' is a proper essential submodule of L by 

E©E' L(1.4), and hence y—Cegp- by (1.6.c); since Er\E'-0, the natural map
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E©E'f:Ec— >L— >L/E' is a monomorphism with image - = 7 — , and hence a properhi
essential extension of E. m 

Using (1.6), we get at once:

COROLLARY 3.2 A module is injective if and only if it is a complement

submodule in any module containing it.m

The following lemma states that an injective module E r containing M r 

also contains an isomorphic copy of each essential extension of M r , so 
that E r may be viewed as an ‘upper bound’ for the essential extensions 
of M r .

LEMMA 3.3 Let E r be injective and let f:M— >E be a monomorphism. For 
any essential extension g:MR— »Nr of M r there exists a monomorphism 
h:N— >E such that f=hg.

p r o o f : By injectivity of E, there exists h: N r— >Er with f=hg, and we
have gMSeN and gMnKerh=0 (since Kerf=0), so that Kerh=0.■

Let M£Nr; if M is injective then M£dN, and if M£dN then M£CN. When Nr
is injective we get both converses.

PROPOSITION 3.4 Let Er be injective. For any MSEr the following are 
equivalent:

a) M is injective;

b) M is a direct summand of E;
c) M is a complement in E.

p r o o f : We need to prove c)=*a). Assume c), let g:M— >N be an essential
extension of Mr and consider the inclusion u:M— >E; by (3.3) there
exists a monomorphism h:N— >E with u=hg; then h:N— >hN is an isomorphism
which carries gM onto hgM=uM=M, whence MSehNSE (1.2.d); by assumption,

-l -lwe get M=hN and hence gM= h hgM= h M= N. Thus Mr does not admit 
proper essential extensions and then it is injective by (3.1).■

Recall that any module is a submodule of an injective module [A-F; 
Prop. 18.6]. We are now ready to prove the existence of minimal
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injective extensions and of maximal essential extensions for any 
module, and also to show that both coincide. The first of these facts 
was essentially proved by R.Baer [3], and the rest is due to B.Eckmann 
and A.Schopf [12].

THEOREM 3.5 Given any module Mr, there exists a module Er containing 
M such that
a) M£eE and, for any essential extension g:M— >N, there exists a 

monomorphism h:N— »E such that hg is the inclusion map;
b) E is injective and any monomorphism f:M— >E' with E' injective 

extends to a monomorphism h:E— >E'.

proof [12; 4.1.4 & 4.3]: Let Fr be an injective module containing M,
and let E be an e-closure of M in F. Then Er is injective by (3.4) and 
M£eE, so that we already have the first parts of a) and b).
Since E is injective, the second part of a) follows by taking f in
(3.3) as the inclusion map. Also the second part of b) follows from
(3.3), taking g as the inclusion M c— >E. ■

A module Er satisfying the conditions of (3.5) is called an injective 
hull for Mr. The injective hull of a module is not unique; in fact,
(3.4) and the proof of (3.5) show that, if M£Fr and Fr is injective, 
the injective hulls of M inside F coincide with the e-closures of M in 
F. However, we have the following unicity theorem, which will allow us 
to speak about ‘the’ injective hull of Mr when any of the (isomorphic) 
injective hulls of Mr serves our purposes.

THEOREM 3.6 If E and E' are injective hulls of Mr, then there exists 
an isomorphism f:E— >E' which is the identity over M.

p r o o f : Since E r is injective, the inclusion M c— >E extends to some
f:E— >E' which, by (3.3), is a monomorphism. Moreover, M-fM£fE£E' 
together with MSeE' imply fESeE', whence f is an essential extension 
of E and hence, by (3.1), an isomorphism.*
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Finite Dimensional Injective Modules

Finite dimensional injective modules admit a well behaved 
decomposition theory, which in turn serves to characterize all finite 
dimensional modules, as follows.

PROPOSITION 3.7 A nonzero module is uniform if and only if its 
injective hull is indecomposable.

p r o o f : Let 0 *M r be any module, E r an injective hull for M. Since
M£eE, if M is uniform then so is E, and every uniform module is 
indecomposable. Conversely, if M is not uniform and O ^ K . L S M r are such 
that LnK-O, then, taking e-closures L' and K' for L and K in E, we 
know that L' and K' are injective (3.4) and that their sum is direct 
(1.2.e), so that L'©K' is injective and hence a direct summand of E; 
therefore E is not indecomposable.*

PROPOSITION 3.8 Let Mr be a module which has a finite decomposition 
M=i©iMi and let E be an injective hull of M. Also, for each i=l,...,n, 
let Ei be an injective hull of Mi within E; then E=©Ei.

p r o o f : By (1,2. e), the sum EEi is direct, and hence it is an
essential injective submodule of E; then (3.1) gives the result.*

THEOREM 3.9 A module Mr is finite dimensional if and only if its 
injective hull E is a direct sum of finitely many nonzero 
indecomposable modules Ei,...,En. In this case u(M)=n.

p r o o f : If u(M)=n then there exist uniform submodules Ui,...,Un of M
with ©UiSeM (2.6). If Ei is an e-closure of Ui in E (for i=l,...,n) 
then E=©Ei by (3.8), and each Ei is indecomposable by (3.7). The 
converse follows from (3.7), (2.6) and (2.8.a).*

Quasi-Injective Modules

Quasi-injective modules are a generalization of injective modules 
introduced by R.E.Johnson and E.T.Wong [65; p.260]. Their endomorphism
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rings have some nice properties that we shall study in Section 7. 
Here, we introduce them and prove their first properties.

A module M r is said to be quasi-injective if, for every submodule N of
M r and every homomorphism f:NR— >Mr , there exists g: M r »Mr such that
g| =f. Obviously, every injective and every semisimple module is1 N
quasi-injective. Also, by Baer’s Criterion [A-F; p.205], the regular 
module Rr (for any ring R) is injective if and only if it is quasi- 
injective. In this case R is called a right self-injective ring.

The following result characterizes quasi-injective modules in terms of 
their relationship with their injective hull.

PROPOSITION 3. 10 Let M r be a module and let E r be an injective hull 
for M r . Then M r is quasi-injective if and only if, for every 
endomorphism f of Er, fM£M.

proof [65;Theo. l.i]: Assume that M r is quasi-injective and let
-lf: E r >Er be an endomorphism. Then N=Mnf M is a submodule of M r such

that fN£M; thus there exists g:MR >Mr with &jN~f|N* Let be
the inclusion map; then, by injectivity of E r , ug extends to some
h: E r >Er , for which we have hM=huM=ugM=gM£M, and hence

*"1 “ 1Mn(h-f) M£f M; on the other hand, since h, g and f coincide over N, 
we have N£Ker(h-f) and therefore

Mn(h-f)-1M £ Mnf_1M - N £ Ker(h-f),

whence (h-f)Mr\M=0. Since M£eE, this implies (h-f)M-O and hence h and f 
coincide over M, whence fM=hM£M.
Conversely, if fM£M for all f:ER— »Er and we are given a submodule 
N£M r and a homomorphism g:NR— >Mr then, by injectivity of E r , ug 
extends to h: E r— >Er for which huM- hM£ M, i.e. hu is an endomorphism 
of M r which extends g, and therefore M r is quasi-injective.*

COROLLARY 3.11 If Mr is quasi-injective and Er is an injective hull 
of Mr, then any decomposition E=©Ei yields a decomposition M=©(MnEi).

p r o o f : For each jel, let f : ©Ei~̂ ->Ej; since f may be viewed as an
endomorphism of Er, f M£M. Thus, if xeM is expressed in E=©Ei as x=£xJ K k
for some finite subset K of I and some x eEk, then each x =f xeMnEk;k k k
hence M£E(MnEi). That the sum is direct and contained in M is clear.*
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COROLLARY 3.12 Let Mr be quasi-injective with finite dimension n. 
Then M is the direct sum of n uniform submodules.

p r o o f : If an injective hull Er of M is written as E= © Ei with each
Ei uniform (3.9), then M= © (MnEi) with each MnEi uniform.*1 = 1

Analogously to (3.4), we have:

PROPOSITION 3.13 Let Mr be quasi-injective. Then every complement 
submodule of Mr is a direct summand of Mr, and every direct summand of 
Mr is quasi-injective.

p r o o f [38;Prop.4.3]: Let K£cM; let E r be an injective hull of M r and
let F be an e-closure of K in E (hence an injective hull of K); since 
KSMnFSF and K£eF, we get KSeMnFSM, i.e. K=MnF; if G is such that E=F©G 
then we get (3.11) M= (MnF)©(MnG)= K©(MnG), whence K£dM.
Now, suppose that M=N©K; let E,F be as above, and let G be an 
e-closure of N, so that E=F©G. Let h: Gr—^Gr be any endomorphism; if 
u: G— >E and p:E— >G are the canonical injection and projection of E=F©G, 
then uhp is an endomorphism of Er and therefore uhpMcM by (3.10); 
hence hN= hpN= uhpNS uhpMS M and hN£G imply, by the modular law, 
hN£ MnG= (N©K)nG= N+(KnG)= N, i.e. hN<=N for all endomorphism h of the 
injective hull G of N, and therefore N is quasi-injective.*



Se c t io n  4 : T he D im e n s io n  F o r m u l a

Although the uniform dimension of a module is a generalization of the 
dimension of a vector space, in general the formula

u(A+B) = u(A) + u(B) - u(AnB),

that we shall call the dimension formula (for A+B) does not hold for 
submodules A and B of an arbitrary module Mr. Moreover, taking A,B of 
dimension 1 (i.e. uniform), u(A+B) may be any positive integer k or 
even oo. The following are two easy examples, one of each case:

EXAMPLE 1: Consider the Z-module M=Z©(Z/nZ) where n is a product of
(powers of) k-1 distinct primes (with n=l if k=l), and let A=(1,0)Z, 
B=(l,l+nZ)Z. Then A=B=Z, whence u(A)=u(B)=l, but u(A+B)-u(M)=k.

EXAMPLE 2: Consider the Z-module M=Q©(Q/Z). Let A={(q,0):qe(Q> and
B={ (q, q+Z): qs(Q}. Now A=B=Q and M=A+B, whence u(A)=u(B)=l and u(M)=oo 
(Q/Z=©ZpCo, where the sum runs over all prime integers).

Our purpose in this Section, which contains several results of the 
author [58], is to impose conditions on a module under which the 
dimension formula holds for any pair of submodules, as well as to give 
some alternative general formulae for u(A+B). Another task arises from 
Example 2: that of characterizing the modules Mr such that the sum of 
any two finite dimensional submodules of Mr is still finite 
dimensional; we shall give a partial answer to this in the last part 
of the section.

A Characterization of Modules which Satisfy the Dimension Formula

We shall say that a module Mr satisfies the dimension formula if any 
sum of two submodules of Mr does. It is obvious that the dimension 
formula for A+B holds if either u(A)=co or u(B)=oo, so that Mr satisfies 
the dimension formula if any sum of two f.d. submodules does. Here, we 
shall prove that this is equivalent to the apparently weaker condition
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that any sum of two (f.d.) complements in M r satisfies the dimension 
formula, and this happens when and only when any finite dimensional 
submodule of M r has a unique e-closure.

Modules with the property that all their submodules (not only the f.d.
ones) have a unique e-closure were studied by G. Renault in his
doctoral thesis [R67; p.42], where they are shown to be exactly those 
modules such that the intersection of any two complement submodules is 
again a complement submodule. This will be proved in one of the
following preparatory lemmas for our Theorem 4.4.

LEMMA 4. 1 For a module Mr, the following statements are equivalent:

a) M r satisfies the dimension formula;
b) if A£eA', B£eB' are f.d. submodules of Mr then A+B£eA' +B'.

p r o o f : a)=»b) By (1.2.b) we get AnBSeA’nB’, and hence, using (2.8.a),

u(A'+B’) = u(A’)+u(B’)-u(A’nB’) = u(A)+u(B)-u(AnB) = u(A+B) 

and all terms are finite, whence A+B£eA’+B’.

b)=*a) Assume b) and note first that if N and K are complements in M
then so is NnK. For, let NnKSeLSM; then, by b), N+(NhK)£eN+L, i.e.
N£eN+L, whence N=N+L, i.e. LSN; similarly L£K and thus NnK=L.
Therefore NnK is a complement in M.
Now, let A and B be arbitrary finite dimensional submodules of Mr,
and take e-closures A’ and B’ for them in M; then we get AnB£eA’nB’, 
A’£cA’+B’ and A’nB’ScM, whence A’nB’£cB’; thus, by (2.8. a & b)

u(A+B) =u(A’+B’) = u(A’ )+u((A’+B)’/A’ ) = u(A’)+u(B’/(A’nB’))

= u(A')+u(B’)-u(A’nB’) = u(A)+u(B)-u(AnB).

Therefore, by the remark preceding this lemma, Mr satisfies the 
dimension formula.*

We use now (4.1) to show that the dimension formula holds in all 
nonsingular modules (more proofs of this fact will come later).

COROLLARY 4.2 If Mr is nonsingular then it satisfies the dimension 
formula.
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p r o o f ; Suppose AQeA'QU and B£eB’£M. Then A V A  and B’/B are singular 
(1.12.e) and hence so is (A*+B’)/(A+B). For, let aeA’ and beB’; then 
there exist essential right ideals e and f of R such that ae£A and 
bf£B; thus enf is an essential right ideal of R with (a+b) (enf )£A+B. 
This proves that (A*+B*)/(A+B) is singular. Since M is nonsingular, 
this implies A+B£eA’+B’ (1.13.c) and therefore Lemma 4.1 applies.*

LEMMA 4. 3 For a module M r, the following statements are equivalent:

a) the dimension formula holds for all complements A,B in M;
b) if A, B are finite dimensional complements in M then so is AnB;
c) each f.d. submodule of M has a unique e-closure in M.

p r o o f : a)<s>b): Let A, B be f.d. complements in M; then AScA+B, whence

u(A+B) = u(A)+u((A+B)/A) = u(A)+u(B/(AnB)).

Then the dimension formula holds if and only if u(B/AnB)=u(B)-u(AnB), 
i.e. if and only if AnBScB (2.8.c), but since B£CM this is equivalent 
to saying that AnBScM.

b)=*c) Let L be a f.d. submodule of M, and suppose that A and B are
e-closures of L in M; then b) implies that AnB is a complement in M 
containing L. By minimality of A and B (1.9) one gets A=B.

c)=*b) Let A,B be f.d. complements in M. Since AnB is f.d. we can take 
its (unique) e-closure K in M but then, since A and B are complements 
in M containing AnB, both must contain K (1.9), and hence AnB=K, which 
is a complement in M.■

REMARK: The equivalence of b) and c) without the hypotheses of finite
dimension follows exactly in the same way as above.

THEOREM 4.4 The following statements about a module Mr are equivalent
a) M r satisfies the dimension formula;
b) the dimension formula holds for all complements A,B in M;
c) if A£eA', B£eB' are f.d. submodules of M then A+BQeA' +B';
d) if A, B are f.d. complements in M then so is AnB;
e) each f.d. submodule of M has a unique e-closure in M.

p r o o f [58;Theo,41: In view of the previous lemmas, and since a)=»b)
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is clear, it suffices to show that b),d) and e) together imply c). 
Suppose then A£eA’£M, B£eB’£M with u(A)<oo, u(B)<oo, and let us prove 
that A+B£eA’+B’. First, it is clear that we can assume A* and B ’ to be 
the e-closures of A and B in M (if not, take e-closures for them and 
apply (1.2. a)); then b) ensures that A*+B’ is f.d. (and thus so is 
A+B); hence we can take their respective unique e-closures K ’ and K. 
Since K ’ is a complement in M containing A+B, the uniqueness of K as 
minimal complement over A+B (1.9) implies K£K’. The same argument
applied to the inclusions ASK and B£K give us A ’£K and B ’ £K, whence
A ’+B'£K and this implies K ’£K. Therefore K=K’ and thus, by (1.10), we 
get A+BSeA’+B’. This proves c).«

Since, in a nonsingular module Mr, every submodule N has a unique 
e-closure N={xeM: xe£N for some e£eRR> [FA67; p. 61]; and since every 
submodule of a semisimple module is a complement, we infer that the 
dimension formula holds in any nonsingular or semisimple module.

Next, we make use of (4.2) to determine which Abelian groups satisfy 
the dimension formula: Let M be an abelian group. If M contains an
element of infinite order and a nonzero element of order n, then M
contains a copy of Z©(Z/nZ), and therefore it does not satisfy the
formula (see Example 1). If M is torsion and the primary component of 
M for some prime p is neither semisimple nor uniform, then M contains 
a copy of (Z/pZ)©(Z/p2Z). This copy does not satisfy the dimension 
formula: letA=(0,l)Z, B=(1,1)Z.

Therefore a necessary condition for M to satisfy the dimension formula 
is: M is either torsion-free, or torsion with each primary component 
either semisimple or uniform.

This condition is also sufficient. For, if M is torsion-free then 
(4.2) ensure that the dimension formula holds in M. On the other hand, 
if M is torsion and Mp denotes the p-primary component of M, then, if 
A, B are submodules of M, we have clearly (ArvB)p=Apr»Bp, and we claim 
that Ap+Bp£e(A+B)p.

To prove it, let aeA, beB be such that o(a+b)= (the order of a+b)= pn 
for some n2=l; we have to prove that some nonzero multiple of a+b lies 
in Ap+Bp. If aeAp, say o(a)=pr, then let m~max{n, r> and note that
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0=pm(a+b)=pmb, i.e. beBp and hence we are done. If a«SAp then bgBp by 
the previous argument; in this case let q,t,r,selN be such that

o(a)=qpr, o(b)=tps, q>l, t>l, pjq, pit.
Since p is prime, pnj , and hence qt(a+b)=qta+qtb is a nonzeroCJ L

multiple of a+b with pr(qta)=0 and ps(qtb)=0, i.e. qtaeAp and qtbeBp, 
proving our claim.

Hence, if the dimension formula holds in each Mp, then we get

u (A+B) = Eu((A+B)p) = 2u(Ap+Bp) = Z(u(Ap)+u(BP)-u(APnBp))

= Su(Ap) + Eu(Bp) - Su(ApnBp) - u(A)+u(B)-u(AnB)

(where the sums run over all prime integers p), and this proves that
the stated condition is also sufficient.

Some General Formulae for u(A+B)

Suppose we are given submodules A, B of an arbitrary module M. Take 
e-closures A’ for A in A+B, and C’ for C=AnB in B. By (2.8.c),

u(A+B) + u(A’/A) = u(A) + u((A+B)/A) = u(A) + u(B/C)

= u(A) + u(B) - u(C) + u(CVC).

Note that, by modularity, A+(A’nB) = A’ and therefore

A’/A = [(A+(A’nB))/A] = (A’nB)/(AnB).

But A£eA' implies AnB£eA’nB and therefore, without loss of generality, 
we could have taken C’ such that A’nBCeC’ScB, whence u(A’/A)^u(C’/C). 
Thus we can restate our formula as

u(A+B) = u(A) + u(B) - u(AnB) + [u(C*/C)-u(A’/A)].

This shows at once that in general we have

u(A+B) a u(A)+u(B)-u(AnB), (I)

and as a consequence we get the implication b)=»a) of (4.4). For, given
A and B, take e-closures A'.B’ for them; then b) implies

u(A+B) ^ u(A’+B’) = u(A*)+u(B’)-u(A’nB' ) = u(A)+u(B)-u(AnB) * u(A+B).

Therefore all terms are equal, so the dimension formula holds.
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Ot 13Consider now the short exact sequence 0— >AnB--»A@B-->A+B— >0, where
a(x)=(x,x) and £(a,b)=a-b, and let C=Im(a). If C* is an e-closure for 
C in A©B then by (2.8.c & d) we get

u(A+B) = u(A) + u(B) - u(AnB) + u(C’/C).

In [8] Camillo and Zelmanowitz established, for submodules A,B of a 
module M, the formula

u(A+B) = u(A) + u(B) - u(D) + uCD/C), (II)

where C=AnB and D2C is a submodule of A maximal with respect to the
property of being the domain of a monic extension into B of the
identity in C. Note that (II) and (2.8.c) give (I).

We finally use (II) to give another proof of (4.2).

COROLLARY 4.2' If Mr is nonsingular then it satisfies the dimension 
formula.

p r o o f : Given A, B£M let C, D be as in (II) and let f:D— »B be a monic
extension of the identity in C. We claim that D/C is nonsingular. For, 
let deD and suppose there exists an essential right ideal e of R such 
that deSC; then for all eee, de=f(de)=f(d)e so that (d-f(d))e=Q, but 
since M is nonsingular this implies d=f(d) and hence deC. That is, 
d+C=0 in D/C, which proves that D/C is nonsingular. Thus (1.12.f) CScD 
and hence u(C)-u(D)-u(D/C). Therefore (II) takes the form of the 
dimension formula for A+B, as desired.■

Finiteness of u(A+B).

We give now a partial answer to the following question: If A, B are
finite dimensional submodules of a module Mr, when is A+B also finite 
dimensional?

Following [6], we say that a module Mr is quotient finite dimensional 
(or q.f.d. for short) if M/N is f.d. for all submodules N of Mr. The 
following lemma is straightforward:
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LEMMA 4.5 Let Mr be any module and N any submodule of Mr. Then M is 
q.f.d. if and only if both N and M/N are q.f.d. In particular, a 
finite direct sum is q.f.d. if and only if each summand is q.f.d.m

LEMMA 4.6 For a ring R the following statements are equivalent:
a) A+B is f.d. for all f.d. submodules A, B of any right R-module M;
b) every f.d. right M-module is q.f.d.;
c) every f.d. injective right R-module is q.f.d.

p r o o f : a)=>b) Suppose there exist modules NSMr such that u(M)~n<oo but
u(M/N) =oo. Then we can take submodules of M©(M/N) as in Example 2, 
namely A={(x,0+N):xeM} and B={ (x, x+N): xeN}, such that A and B are 
f.d. (they are isomorphic to M) but A+B=M©(M/N) is not f.d., 
contradicting a).

b)=>a) Note that u(A)<oo and u(B)<oo imply u(A©B)<oo (here A©B is an 
‘external* direct sum) and that A+B is a quotient of A©B. Since A©B is 
q.f.d. by hypothesis, A+B is finite dimensional.

bloc) This is clear since every finite dimensional module is contained 
in a finite dimensional injective module (3.9) and every submodule of 
a q. f. d. is q. f. d. ■

Next we make use of (4.6) to study in some detail the commutative
case. Recall that a module Mr is finitely embedded if its injective
hull is a finite direct sum of injective hulls of simple modules (see
[59]). The following proposition shows that examples in [7] cannot be 
extended to the infinite case:

PROPOSITION 4.7 Let R be a commutative Artinian ring. Then every sum 
of finite dimensional R-modules is finite dimensional.

p r o o f [58; Prop. 8]: By (4.6), we just have to prove that every f.d.
injective R-module is q.f.d. By [59; Theo.l], every f.d. injective 
R-module E r is finitely embedded. Then [34; Prop.3] shows that E r is 
Artinian and therefore it is q.f.d.H

For the Noetherian case we have the following:
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PROPOSITION 4.8 Let R be a commutative integrally closed Noetherian 
domain with field of fractions K. Then the following statements are 
equivalent:

a) If A, B are f.d. submodules of an R-module M then A+B is f.d.;
b) every f.d. (injective) R-module is q.f.d.;
c) K/R is f.d.;
d) R is a semi local principal ideal domain. 

proof [58;Prop. 9]: a)<»b) This is just (4.6).
b)=*>c) Since R is a domain, Kr is uniform and injective. Apply b).
c) d̂) This is just [52; Prop. 4.7]. Note that there the hypothesis ‘K
has Krull dimension* is only used to get ‘K/R is f.d.*

d)=*b) Since R is commutative Noetherian, every f.d. injective R-module 
E is a finite direct sum of injective hulls E(R/P) of R/P for some 
prime ideals P of R [33; Theorem 2.5, Prop. 3.1]. But d) implies that 
each P is either 0 (in which case E(R/P)=K by [33; Theorem 3.4]) or 
maximal (and then E(R/P) is Artinian by [34; Prop.3]), and therefore E 
takes the form E=K©‘•*©K©A where A is Artinian and thus q.f.d. Hence 
by (4.5) it suffices to show that K is q.f.d, as R-module or, since R
is Noetherian, that K/R is q.f.d.. In fact, we prove next that K/R is
Artinian.

*Let Pi=Rpi, . . . , Pn=Rp be the maximal ideals of R and denote by Pi
the R-submodule of K generated by 1/p^ Since Pi/R is annihilated by
Pi and nonzero cyclic, it is simple. Moreover, every simple

$R-submodule of K/R is one of the Pi/R. For, let S/R be simple; then it
is annihilated by some Pi, i.e. Sp £R, whence RcSSPi and thus S=Pi.

* *Therefore the sum £(Pi/R) (which is indeed direct, see [52]) is the 
socle of K/R. But every torsion module over a principal ideal domain 
has essential socle, whence K/R is finitely embedded and thus Artinian 
by [34; Prop. 3]. ■



CHAPTER 2

THE RING OF ENDOMORPHISMS OF A MODULE

Se c t io n  5 : En d o m o r p h is m  R ing s ; F ir s t  Re s u l t s .

Given a module M=Mr, call S=End (M)=Hom (M,M). We can view the binaryR R
operation ‘composition of maps' as a ‘product’ in S, and easy
computations show that the Abelian group S (see Chapter 0) becomes 
then a ring with identity 1s=1m (the identity map in M). This ring S 
is called the ring of endomorphisms of M or the endomorphism ring of 
M.

For example, consider the regular module Rr. For each reR, the map 
A :R— »R defined by A (t)=rt (‘left multiplication by r') is anr r
endomorphism of Rr, and A ^A whenever r^s. On the other hand, ifr s
feEnd(RR) and f(l)=r, then f<t) —f(lt)=f(1)t-rt for all teR, so that
f=A . In fact, the map ri— >A defines a ring isomorphism A:R— >End(RR)r r
with inverse given by fi— >f(1).

In the general situation, M becomes a left S-module if we define the 
product of an element x of M by an element f of S as fx=f(x) (and, 
fortunately, this agrees with our convention about the notation). Then 
M is clearly faithful as an S-module and it is an (S,R)-bimodule: 
M= sM r (see Chapter 0).

Given a submodule N of M and a nonempty subset W of S, we will write
WN for the product submodule £{tN: teW>.

An S-submodule N of M need not be an R-submodule. For example consider 
the regular module Rr; by the previous example, the End (Rr)-submodules 
of R are the left ideals of R, which need not be submodules of Rr.

The (S,R)-submodules of M are usually called fully invariant 
submodules of M, since they are precisely the R-submodules N of M 
whose image under any endomorphism of M r remains inside N. Therefore, 
if N£M r is fully invariant, we can define the "restriction map" 
End (Mr )— >End(NR) in the obvious way, and it is easy to check that it
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is a ring homomorphism (and it is a ring epimorphism whenever 
arbitrary endomorphisms of N can be extended to End(MR), e.g. if N£dM 
or if Mr is quasi-injective).

For example, we can restate (3.10) as ‘A module Mr is quasi-injective 
if and only if it is a fully invariant submodule of its injective 
hull'. Other examples of fully invariant submodules are the ideals of 
R (when M=Rr); the annihilators in Mr of left ideals of R; the socle 
of M (in fact, every sum of homogeneous components of Soc(M)); and the 
radical of M [FA67; p.179]. Clearly, since Lat(sMR) is a sublattice of 
Lat(MR), arbitrary sums and intersections of fully invariant 
submodules are still fully invariant.

The relationships between properties of M and properties of S have 
been widely studied, and the next sections are devoted to a review of 
the main results obtained in this area for certain classes of modules. 
Sometimes we shall make use of the fact that End(RR)=R and rewrite 
these results in the specific case M=Rr, obtaining as corollaries some 
well-known theorems about rings.

With no further background we can already get some easy properties of 
the endomorphism rings of well-behaved modules, such as vector spaces, 
simple, semisimple or free modules. S will always stand for End (M).R

PROPOSITION 5. 1 If Mr is a simple module then S is a division ring.

p r o o f : If feS is not the zero homomorphism then KerfcMR and O^ImfSMR;
since M has no nontrivial submodules we have Ker(f)=0 and Im(f)=M,
whence f is invertible in S. Therefore S is a division ring.B

If Mr admits a finite decomposition as M=©Mi and we write Mij for 
Horn (Mj,Mi), then S may be identified with the ring of n-squareR
matrices with each f in Mij. Specifically, if u^:Mj— >M and
p^:M— >Mi are the injections and projections (respectively) of the 
coproduct ©Mi, then the map fi— >[dfj^, where f^p^fu^, provides the
desired ring isomorphism.

In particular, if M tn> represents the direct sum of n copies of M, 
then End (M<n>) is isomorphic to the full ring of n by n matrices withR
entries in S=End (M). Using this facts, we can prove the next result.R
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PROPOSITION 5.2 If Mr is semisimple and finitely generated then S is 
a finite product of matrix rings over division rings (and hence S is a 
semisimple Artinian ring).

p r o o f : We c an write M= © Mi where the Mi’s are the homogeneous
1 =  1

components of M, each of which is a finite direct sum of copies of a
simple module, whence each End (Ml) is a matrix ring over aR
division ring (5.1).
On the other hand, it is clear that any homomorphic image of a
semisimple homogeneous module is again homogeneous of the same type, 
and then for the given decomposition of M we have Horn (Mj,Mi)=0R
whenever i*j. Therefore it is clear that S is the ring product of the 
End (Mi)’s, which completes the proof.®R

PROPOSITION 5.3 If Mr is free then S is a row-finite matrix ring.

proof: Let {x :iel} be a basis for Mr. Denote by ERIF1M (R) the ring ofi I
row-finite I-square matrices with entries in R. Then the map
0; S— >IRF[M (R) given by 0(f) = [r ] where the r ’s are such^ I & J * ij (1,J)€1x1 ij
that f(x )= Y. x r is a ring isomorphism.®

1 j«=i J ij

Idempotents

The behavior of the idempotent elements in a ring of endomorphisms is 
very important, since they are closely related with the direct 
summands of the module, as the following lemma shows. Before stating 
it, we recall that a set {t^iel} of idempotents of a ring is said to 
be orthogonal if, for all i*j in I, we have ^t =0. An idempotent t is 
primitive if it cannot be expressed as t=t +***+t , with { t  t > ai n l n
family of orthogonal idempotents and n>l. Finally, a finite orthogonal 
set {t ,...,t } of idempotents is said to be complete if ti+•■•+tn=l•

LEMMA 5.4 Let Mr be any module and let S=End(MR). Then:

a) if N£Mr, then N£dM if and only if there exist an idempotent t of S
such that N-tM; in this case M=tM©(l-t)M, and N is indecomposable 
if and only if t is primitive;
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b) M is indecomposable if and only if 0 and 1 are the unique

idempotents of S, if and only if 1 is primitive in S;
c) if {t^iel} is a family of orthogonal idempotents of S then the sum

is direct; if I is finite and St^l, then M=©Mi;

d) if M= © Mi then there exists a family {t :iel> of orthogonali €1 i
idempotents in S with Mi-t M and Ker(t )= © Mj for each iel. If I1 i j^l
is finite then St =1.I 1

p r o o f : a) If M=N©L then the canonical projection t:N©L-^-»N is the
2desired idempotent. Conversely, it is clear that, for t =teS, we have 

M-tM©(l-t)M. Of course, this t is not unique in general.
If N is the direct sum N=Ni©N2 of two nonzero submodules and we define
t : Ni©N2©L-̂ -»Ni for i-1,2, then are nonzero orthogonal
idempotents with t=t +t , and thus t is not primitive. Conversely, if
t-t^+t^ where t and tg are nonzero orthogonal idempotents of S, then
it is easy to see that N=tiM©t2M, and hence N is not indecomposable.
b) is clear from a).
c) To see that the sum V t M is direct, let St x =0 for some finite^ 1 1  J j j
subset J of I and for some x eM; then, for all keJ, we haveJ
0 - t (St x ) = t x . Therefore St M is direct. If I is finite andk J j j k k 1
St =1 then, for all xeM, x= l(x)= (St )x= St x eT t M, so that M-©Mi.ii i i ui i
d) If M= © Mi and we define t : M=©Mi-̂ -»Mj then {t.: jel> is the desiredi € I j j
family of orthogonal idempotents.*

COROLLARY 5.5 Mr admits a finite indecomposable decomposition if and 
only if S possesses a complete family of primitive idempotents. m

COROLLARY 5.6 If S=End(Mn) is a local ring then Mr is an

indecomposable module.

p r o o f : Since in any ring the only invertible idempotent is the
identity, and since in a local ring the non-invertible elements form 
an ideal, 1 is a primitive idempotent of S, and therefore Mr is 
indecomposable by (5.4.b).*

PROPOSITION 5.7 Let Mr be any module and let S=End(MR); for every 
idempotent t of S there is a ring isomorphism <j> between tSt and 
EndR(tM) given by 0(tft) (tx)=tftx for all f<=S and xeM.
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p r o o f : It is clear that the given map is a ring homomorphism and
that it is injective. If geEndR(tM) then it is easily checked that 
g=$(tgt), and hence <f> is a ring isomorphism.*

The Dual Module and the Trace Ideal of a Module

Next, we introduce the concepts of the dual module of Mr and the trace 
ideal of M in R, whose first properties we state here. These concepts 
will be used in later sections.

For any module Mr, we already know that M is an (S, R)-bimodule, where 
S=End(MR). Moreover, for each module N=Nr, the Abelian group Horn (M, N)R
is, in a natural way (see Chapter 0), a right S-module. In case N=Rr, 
we write M for Hom(MR,RR), and call it the dual module of Mr; since R 
is an (R,R)-bimodule, M has a natural (R,S)-bimodule structure (see 
again Chapter 0), M=rMs.

For a module N=Nr, it may be of interest to know which elements of N 
appear as images of elements of M under an homomorphism of Hom(MR,Nr). 
The trace of Mr in Nr, written ^(M), the submodule of N generated 
by these images, i.e.

t (M) = ?€Hom(MR,NR)>.N
In case N=Rr, the trace of M in R, i.e. t (M)=£{?)M: yeM>, is usuallyR
called the trace ideal of Mr; it is a two-sided ideal of R since M is 
a left R-module.

Now, consider the bimodules sMr and rMs; the tensor products M®gM and 
M® M are, respectively, (R,R)- and (S,S)-bimodules. Given xeM and <p<=M,R
let i<p,x) represent the image of x under <p, i.e. (̂ p,x)=̂ x, and let
[x,#>] be the map M— >M defined by [x, y]y=x(<p, y) for all yeM. It is
easy to check that lxt<p] is an endomorphism of Mr and that the maps
(, );MxM »R and [,]:MxM— >S are bilinear, so that they extend to
Z-homomorphisms (,):M®M— »R and [,]:M®M— >S. Easy computations showS R
that, in fact, (,) is an homomorphism of (R,R)-bimodules and [,] is an 
homomorphism of (S,S)-bimodules. We rewrite here their action on 
generators for easy reference:
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(, )« M®gM »R E, 11 M®rM »S
<p®x i— x)=px x®yi— >[x,^]:M— >M

y i— >[x,#>]y-x(#>,y)

Note that the image of (,) is precisely t (M), the trace ideal of Mr.R
Note also that, for any x<=M, #>eM, reR and f«=S, we have

[xr,^] = [x,rp] r(^,x) = (rp,x) (#>,x)r = (#>,xr)

(<pf,x) = (v?,fx) f[x,?)] = [fx,y] [x,#>]f = [x,̂ pf].

All these relations will be assumed in the sequel, and we shall use 
them without further reference.



Se c t io n  6 : Ga l o is  Co n n e c tio n s  a n d  Co rr espo n d en c e  T h eo r em s

A very natural approach to the study of the relationships between 
properties of a module Mr and properties of the ring S=End(MR) 
consists in seeking out bijections between the lattice £=Lat(MR) and 
either of the lattices £i=Lat(sS) or Sr^LatfSs).

The concept of "Galois connection", that we shall introduce shortly, 
provides a general source to get lattice (anti-) isomorphisms, and
some examples of these connections will fit perfectly our purposes. 
For any module Mr we shall find, in a natural way, two Galois
connections: Gi between £ and £1 and G2 between £op (the opposite
lattice of £) and £r. For each one of these, we shall get the 
corresponding sets of "closed" elements in £, £1 or £r, as well as
lattice (anti-) isomorphisms between them.

This general setting seems to have been first introduced by Baer [4], 
and has been widely employed (see K.Wolfson, G.Tsukerman, and S.Khuri 
[63, 54, 28, 29, 30, 31]); most of the proofs in this section are to
be found in [30] and [31].

If we want to study a property of S which may be stated in terms of a 
class ^ of, say, right ideals, our two tasks will be: First, to check 
that the right ideals in ^ are closed objects of £r for G2 (or, if in 
general they are not, to find conditions on Mr under which they 
actually are); and second, to identify the images of the elements of t? 
via the corresponding isomorphism. In this way, we obtain a bijection 
involving the ideals we are interested in and a certain class of 
submodules of Mr (we shall call that a correspondence theorem), and 
from this bijection we can deduce necessary and sufficient conditions 
on M in order to get the desired property on S.

Fortunately, these bijections will not only preserve (or reverse) the 
inclusions, but also we will be able to prove that every member of the 
domain S is a direct summand of S if and only if every member of the 
image is a direct summand of Mr (6.2), and this will enlarge the range 
of the applications of our correspondence theorems.

Let us first introduce the concepts of closure operator in a lattice
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and Galois connection between two lattices, and state their first 
properties (for details see e.g. [S; Chap.Ill, Sec.7 & 8]).

Closure Operators and Galois Connections

Let (L, =0 be a complete lattice. A closure operator in L is a map 
c:L— >L (we shall represent the image of a<=L under c by ac) which 
satisfies:

a^ac, for all aeL;
a^b =s> aĉ b°, for all a,beL;
(ac)°=ac, for all aeL.

For example, if Mr is a module in which every submodule has a unique 
e-closure, e.g. a nonsingular module or a f.d. module in which the 
‘dimension formula' holds (see Section 4), then ‘taking e-closures’ is 
a closure operator in Lat(MR). In a ring R, the most common closure 
operator acting on Lat(RR) is given by ai— »9?3S(a).

An element a of L is said to be c-closed if ac=a; the c-closed 
elements of L are precisely the images under c of elements of L; we 
denote the set of c-closed elements in L by Lc=: {aeL:ac=a}= {a°:aeL>. 
In the previous examples, the closed elements were, respectively, the 
complement submodules of Mr and the right annihilator ideals of R. The 
set L° with the order inherited from L forms a complete lattice, 
(however, it is not in general a sublattice of L).

Let Li and L2 be complete lattices (since the risk of confusion is 
small, we shall use the same symbol £ for the partial orders in Li and 
L2). A Galois connection between Li and L2 consists of a pair G={t , cr} 
of mappings t:Li— »L2, cr: L2-—>Li satisfying

a==b ^ T(a)2=r(b) for all a,beLi;
X2=y =$ <r(x)£cr(y) for all x,yeL2;
â crT{a) a nd x =st<t (x ) for all aeLi, x<=L2,

For example, if R is any ring, then the annihilator operators
j£:Lat(RR)— >Lat(RR) and ??:Lat(RR)— >Lat(RR) form a Galois connection.

If G = { t ,ct} is a Galois connection between Li and L2, then the
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composition maps o~r:Li— >Li and t<t:L2— »L2 are closure operators. Let Li 
(resp. L.2) represent the lattice of crr-closed (resp. xo'-closed) 
elements of Li (resp. L2). It is easy to prove that Li={cr(x):xeL2> and 
L,2={x(a); a<=Li >, and that the restrictions x:Li— >L2 and <r: L2— »Li are
inverse lattice anti-isomorphisms. The elements of Li are often called 
the Galois objects of Li (for i=l,2) with respect to G.

For a lattice L, let Lop stand for the opposite lattice of L, i.e. the 
lattice consisting of the same underlying set with the opposite order. 
A Galois connection G-{x,o'> between Lip and L2 must then verify

a=sb 4* x(a)2=x(b) for all a,beLi;
x=*y =¥ o'(x)==o'(y) for all x,yeL2;
a&o'xta) and x̂ x(T(x) for all aeLi, xeL2;

(where == always denotes the order in the original lattices Li and L2); 
in this case the restrictions x:Li— »L2 and <r: £,2— >Li are inverse
lattice isomorphisms.

The Galois Connections Gi and G2

Let Mr be any module and let S=End(MR). Write £=Lat(MR), £i=Lat(sS)
and £r=Lat(Ss). As always, let £ and "R denote the annihilator
operators in S, and let 1 and rM denote the annihilators in S of
subsets of M and in M of subsets of S, respectively. Specifically, for
any nonempty subsets W of S and X of M,

£(W)=(f<=S: fg-0 VgeW> ls(X)={feS; fx=0 VxeX>={f€S: X£Kerf>
??(W)={f€S: gf=0 VgeW} r (W)={xeM: gx=0 Vg€W>- n KergM g € W

Also let, for any subset W of S and any submodule N of Mr

x (N)={feS; fM£N> <r (W)=S{gM; geW>.S M
With the notation of Chapter 0, we could have written (N^M) for xg(N);
note also that x (N) may be identified with Hom(M,N) (since N is a s
submodule of M), and it is a right ideal of S. On the other hand, 
tr (W) is just the ‘product’ WM, which is an R-submodule of M.M
It is easy, although a bit tedious, to check that

1) the mappings lg and form a Galois connection Gi between £ and
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£i; the closed elements of £ and £i for Gi will be called, 
respectively, a-closed {annihilator-closed) submodules and a-closed 
{left) ideals, and we shall write j(a and &a for the sets of a-closed 
elements of £ and £i, i.e. jtta={r (W):W£S> and ^a={l (N):N£Mr>; if N isM S
a submodule of M, we shall sometimes write N for r 1 (N).M S
2) the mappings t and cr form a Galois connection G2 between £op andS M
£r; the closed elements of £ for G2 will be called, following
[30], M-cotorsionless submodules of M; the Galois objects of £r for G2
will be simply called t<r-closed (right) ideals. We shall write
M. ={<r (W):W£S> and iP ={t (N):N£M>. err m xcr s
3) the mappings 9? and (as we have already remarked) form a Galois 
connection between £i and £r, whose Galois objects are respectively di 
and dr, where we write di (resp. dr) for the set of left (resp. right) 
annihilator ideals of S. In particular, from the existence of a 
lattice anti-isomorphism between di and dr we infer the well known 
fact that, for any ring, ACC (DCC) on right annihilators is equivalent 
to DCC (ACC) on left annihilators.

We wish to notice here the importance in what follows of the sets iPa
and iP , since for any class ^ of ideals of S contained in either of to* J
these sets we will get a correspondence theorem involving

Apart from the inclusion relations which are inherent to the fact that 
the above are Galois connections, some other relations always occur, 
as it is easily verified. They are listed below, and will be used 
throughout this section without further reference.

LEMMA 6. 1 With the above notation we have, for all nonempty subsets 
W of S, for all submodules N of M and for all f,teS with t2=t:

a) rsrM(W)=K(W); l ^ W j ^ t W ) ;
b) ft(Sf)=ft(f); 2(fS)«£(f); ft(t) = (l-t)S; £(t)=S(l-t)
c) r (Sf)=r (f)=Kerf; r (St)=(l-t)M;M M  M

ls(fM)=Je(f); ls(tM)=S(l-t);
d) o* (fS)=fM; t  (tM)=tS;M S
p r o o f : We only prove the second half of d), since the rest of the
proofs are mechanical. So let t =t€S, then texs(tM) and hence 
tS£rs(tM); if g€Ts(tM) then, for all xeM, there exists yeM with gx=ty,
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2whence tgx-t y-ty=gx, i.e. g=tgetS, which completes the proof.■

In particular, by (6.1.c,d), for each feS, Kerf is a-closed and fM is
M-cotorsionless, Then, using (5.4.a), we deduce that every direct 
summand of Mr is a-closed and M-cotorsionless.

We now intend to show some examples of situations in which these 
Galois connections are particularly useful. For example, as a 
consequence of (6.1. a), every member of 4i (resp. dr) is an a-closed 
ideal (resp. a xcr-closed ideal), so that the ‘first step* outlined at 
the beginning of the section is already done, and this will be helpful 
when studying conditions in S which depend on its annihilator ideals, 
such as being a Baer ring or a ring with chain conditions on 
annihilator ideals.

In the same way we shall study conditions in M under which the right 
complements of S will be Galois objects of G2; we will make further 
use of these conditions in Section 9.

We close this section with a brief study of the principal and finitely 
generated left or right ideals of S. This study will be carried on in 
Section 10, where we shall characterize the quasi- injective and
quasi-projective modules whose endomorphism rings are Noetherian, 
semiprimary or Artinian.

In what follows, a bijection between two partially ordered sets which
is order-preserving (resp. order-reversing) will be called a
project ivity (resp. a duality). Note that, if >̂:Li— =>L2 is a
projectivity (e.g. a lattice isomorphism) and Ki is a subset of Li
(i=l,2), then >̂:Ki— »K2 is a projectivity if and only if ^(Ki)=K2, if

“1and only if y(Ki)£K2 and <p (K2)£Ki. Of course, a similar remark holds 
for dualities.

The following lemma, announced at the beginning of the section, will 
be used in the proof of most applications of our correspondence
theorems:

LEMMA 6.2 a) Assume that 1 and r determine a duality between--------------------------  s m J

certain subsets U of Ma and V of fa. Then every member of U is a 
direct summand of Mr if and only if every member of V is a direct
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summand of sS.
b) Assume that r and cr determine a projectivity between the subsetsS M

U of M and V of & . Then every member of It is a direct summandc r z T c r
of M r if and only if every member of V is a direct summand of Ss.

p r o o f : a) Let V.,V be as stated, and assume I/cD^NSMr: N£dM}; then, for
all ZteV, there exists t2=teS such that r (53)=tM; also, since VQtfa, weM
have 53=1 r (53), whence 53= 1 (tM)= S(l-t), which is a direct summand ofS M S
sS. Conversely, if every member of V is a direct summand of sS and
N<=li, then there exists t =t<=S with ls(N)=St and hence, since Ne7i£jMa,
N= r 1 (N) = r (St)= (l-t)M is a direct summand of Mr.M S  M
b) is proved similarly.*

Correspondence Theorems for Annihilators

As we have already remarked, the class di of left annihilator ideals
of S is included in Ma so that, in order to obtain a correspondence
theorem for left annihilators, all we have to do is to identify the 
a-closed submodules of M r which correspond to the ideals in j4i.

THEOREM 6.3 For any module Mr set ^i={N£Mr: N=[cr t (N) ]a>. Then theM S
maps 1 : Mi— >di and r : j4i— are inverse dualities.^ S M
p r o o f : Since every element of Mi is an a-closed submodule and every
element of j4i is an a-closed ideal, the only things we have to check 
are that 1 (Mi)Qdi and that r (s£i )£./Hi.5 M
If Nê li then (6.1. a) gives 1 (N)= 1 <r t  (N)= !Et (N)e s£i, i.e.s s m s  s
ls(;Wi)£*4i. On the other hand, again using (6.1.a), if S3=J£:R(S3) then 
r l F T  (r (S)) = r £ft(H) = r (H), i.e. r (S)e^i.*M S M S ' - M '  M M M

A Baer ring is a ring in which every left (or right) annihilator ideal 
is generated by an idempotent. From (6.2) and (6.3) we get

COROLLARY 6. 4 a) S has ACC CDCC^ on left annihilators if and only if 
M has DCC (ACCI on Ml.

b) S is a Baer ring if and only every member of Mi is a direct summand 
of M r . ■
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A module Mr Is a self-generator if t (M)=N for all N£Mr (see Section 5N
and compare with the definition of generator in Section 8), i.e. if 
all its submodules are M-cotorsionless. For a self-generator Mr it is 
clear that Mi=M.a\ however, there exist modules which are not self
generators but verify Mi=Ma [30; p. 395], A module for which Mi~Ma, i.e.
a module Mr such that, for each Ne/ta, we have N=[<r x (N)]a, is called' H S
an a-self-generator. In this case we get not only a duality between 
and di, but also a projectivity between jMa and dr:

THEOREM 6. 5 For a module Mr the following are equivalent:
a) Mr is an a-seIf-generator;
b) the maps 1 : Ma >di and r : di— >vHa are inverse lattice anti-S H

isomorphisms;

c) the maps x : Ma >dr and S3i— >[<r (S)]a from dr to Ma are inverses M
lattice isomorphisms.

p r o o f : a)=*b) Since Ma-Mi by hypothesis, (6.3) gives the result.
b)=*c) Since t (jta)£^r (6.1.a) and [o' (S)]aejfa for all ftedr, we justS H
have to prove that both mappings in c) are inverse of each other:
If Se^r then x [o' (H)]a= t r 1 <r (&)- R£(2l)= S (6.1. a), s m s m s M
If Nejla then, by b), 1 (N)e4i, i.e. (N)-l (N), and hences s s

[o' t (N)]a = r 1 o' x (r 1 (N)) - r (N) = r 1 (N) = N.M S  M S M S  M S  M S M S

c)=>a) This is clear from the definition of a-self-generator.■

COROLLARY 6.6 Let Mr he an a-self-generator. Then

a) S has ACC CDCCj on left annihilators if and only if Mr has DCC 
(ACC.) on a-closed submodules;

b) S is a Baer ring if and only if every a-closed submodule of Mr is a 
direct summand of M.

p r o o f : By Corollary 6.4.«

A module Mr in which every complement submodule is a direct summand is 
called a CS-module. For example, every quasi-injective module is a 
CS-module (3.13). If Mr is a module for which the a-closed submodules 
coincide with the complements in M, then we can rewrite (6.6) in terms 
of the module being a CS-module or finite dimensional.
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As we have remarked, for a nonsingular module Mr, ‘taking e-closures’ 
is a closure operator in Lat(MR) and hence, for any N£Mr, we can write 
Ne for the (unique) e-closure of N in M. For such a module (and by 
abuse of language for all modules) we shall write ./Me for the set of 
essentially closed (i.e. complement) submodules of Mr.

PROPOSITION 6. 7 a) If Mr is nonsingular then
b) If Mr is a CS-module then MeQMa.

p r o o f : a) Assume that M r is nonsingular, and let Ne^a. Let K=Ne; then
NSK and hence ls(K)£ls(N); on the other hand, if fels(N) and xeK, then
(N:x)£eRR and fx(N: x)£fN=0, whence fx=0 by nonsingularity; this means
that fel (K) and hence 1 (K)=l (N). Therefore Ke r 1 (K)= r 1 (N)= N s s s M s m s
and thus N=K, so that N<=/Me.
b) If M is a CS-module then every element of Me is a direct summand of 
Mr and hence is a-closed, whence MeQMa.u

COROLLARY 6.8 Let Mr be a nonsingular a-seIf-generator CS-module. 
Then S is a Baer ring. If, in addition, Mr is finite dimensional, then 
S has ACC and DCC on left (and right) annihilator ideals.

p r o o f : By (6.7), we have Ma~Me. Then (6.6.b) gives the first part,
while (6.6.a) and (2.1) yield the second.■

Correspondence Theorems for Right Complements

In the next lemma, we shall make use of the concepts of the trace 
ideal T of a module Mr and of the dual module M of Mr, as well as of 
the maps (,): M®M >R and [,]:M®M— >S, which were defined in Section 5.

LEMMA 6.9 Let Mr be a module with trace ideal T. The following 
statements are equivalent:

a) xT*0 for all 0*xeM;
b) [x,M]*0 for all 0*xeM;
c) NTSeN for all NSMr.

p r o o f : a)=>b) If [x,M]=0 then 0=[x,M]M=x(M,M)=xT and thus x=0.
b)=*c) Let N^Mr; if N=0 there is nothing to prove; otherwise, for each
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O^xeN, we have [x^Mj^O, i.e. there exists <peM such that [x^l^O; thus 
there exists yeM with 0=?s[x,^]y= x(^p,y)€ xRnNT, what proves that NT£eN.
c)=>a) Let O^xeM; thus we get xR#0 and xT=(xR)T£exR, whence xT^O.a

A module which satisfies the equivalent conditions of (6.9) is called 
a non-degenerate module. If Mr is a generator of Mod (i.e. if t (M)=NR N
for all N in Mod , see Section 8) then T=t (M)=R and hence Mr is r R
non-degenerate (and* as we already remarked* self-generator). However, 
none of these conditions implies that Mr is a generator [30; p.387].

Let £?r stand for the set of right complement ideals of S. Part d) of
the following proposition, namely that every right complement in S is
xo'-closed (i.e. XZrQtP ) whenever Mr is non-degenerate, suggests that

t  <r
non-degeneracy is a suitable condition under which we will be able to 
obtain correspondence theorems for right complements.

PROPOSITION 6.10 Let M r be non-degenerate. Then

a) for any O^N^Mr we have x (N)*0;s
b) if 53S33 are right ideals of S then S3£e£B o cr (S3)£e(r (55);H H
c) for any right ideal H of S, ZtSex cr (S);
d) every right complement in S is xo'-closed;
e) for all N£Mr we have cr x (N)£eN;M S
f) if N£K are submodules of Mr then N£eK x (N)£ex (K);s s
g) Mr is an a-seIf-generator.

p r o o f : a) Let 0*N£Mr; then (6.9) gives O^tN.M] and hence 0*xs(N),
since clearly [N,M]£xs(N).

b) Assume first that H£ e S 5  (as right S-modules); for all 0*x€tr (55)H
(which has the form x=Zf x for some finite set I and some f €55,1 1 1  i
x eM), we have 0* [x,M] = T f [x ,M] £35, and hence 0*53n[x,M]; thusi I i i

0 * (&n[x,M])M £ 8Mn[x,M]M = SMnxT £ S3MnxR,

whence 53M=cr 0)£e<r (23).M M
Conversely, if cr (&)£ecr (95) then, for all 0*f€55, fM is nonzero, and M H
hence fMncr (S)^0 whence, by non-degeneracy,M

0 * [fMntr (S3) ,M3 £ [fM,M]n[53M,M] £ fSnS3.M
Therefore S3£e55, and this finishes the proof of b).
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c) Since, for all &£Ss, we have S3£x cr ( &) and cr (9)=(P t  o' (0), b)S H M M S M
gives S3Sex <r (S3).S M
d) If 3 is a complement then c) implies S3=x <r (S3), as required.S H
e) Let O^NSMr and O^xeN; then, by a), t (xRJ^O, and for any Ostfex (xR)s s
we have 0 * fM £ xRncr x (xR) £ xRno' x (N), whence cr x (N)£eN. If N=0M S  M S  M S
then the result is obvious.

f) The cases N=0 or K=0 are trivial. Assume then 0*N£eK whence, by e),
o'x (N)£cr x (K)£eK and o'x (N)£eN£eK; thus (1.2. a) cr x (N)£eo* x (K) M S  M S  M S  M S  M S
and hence, by b), xs(N)£exs(K). Conversely, if xs(N)£exg(K) then, by
b) and e), <r x (N)£ecr x (K)£eK; but cr x (N)£N£K, and therefore N£eK byM S  M S  M S
( 1 . 2 . a).

g) Let Nejffa; we have to prove that N=[o' x (N)]a, and for this it willM S
suffice to see that 1 (N)=l <r x (N), since then the action of r onS S M S  M
both sides will yield the desired equality. Also, since cr x (N)£N, itM S
will suffice to prove that 1 o' x (N)£l (N).S M S  S
Let then fel <r x (N); thus f (o'x (N))=0, which clearly impliesS M S  M S
fx (N)=0; now, since [N,M]£x (N), we get [fN.M]^ f[N,M]£ fx (N)= 0 s s s
which, by non-degeneracy, implies fN=0, i.e. fels(N), as required.*

Now, we are ready to prove the following correspondence theorem:

THEOREM 6.11 Let Mr be non-degenerate and let jW2={N£Mr: N is
M-cotorsionless and x (N)e^r}. Then x : M 2— and cr : — >M2 areS S M
inverse projectivities.

p r o o f : Since M 2QM by definition and (6.10), we just have tocrc Ter
prove that x {M2)Q^r and that <r (£r)£jf2. The first inclusion follows s M
directly from the definition of M 2, and if Hetjr then S3=x o' (91) andS M
hence cr (S3)€jM2.«M

A ring R is a right {left) CS-ring if Rr (rR) is a CS-module. And R is 
said to be a right Goldie ring if it is a right finite dimensional 
ring (i.e. Rr is f.d.) with ACC on right annihilators.

COROLLARY 6.12 Let Mr be non-degenerate. Then

a) S is a right CS-r ing if and only if every Neit2 is a direct
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summand of Mr;
b) if Mr has ACC on At then S is a right Goldie ring.

p r o o f : a) f o l l o w s  f r o m  (6.11) and (6.2).
b) Assume that Mr has ACC on M-cotorsionless submodules and let 
9?(Wi)£K(W2)c. ■ • be an ascending chain in dr; then, by hypothesis, 
o' “R (Wi )£cr R (W2)£-• . gets stationary at some step n and then, for k£:n,M M
we get £ft(Wn)= 1 O' K(Wn)= 1 cr ft(Wk)= W W k ) ,  and hence ft(Wn)=ft(Wk)S M S M
for all ks=n. Therefore S has ACC on right annihilator ideals (note 
that we can prove in the same way that DCC on M-cotorsionless 
submodules implies DCC on right annihilators).
To see that S is right Goldie, it remains to show that it is right 
f.d., but ACC on M-cotorsionless submodules implies ACC on M 2, which 
in turn implies ACC on (6.11) and hence (2.1) S is right f.d.a

In the previous paragraph, we had to introduce the notion of 
a-self-generator in order to get Ma=Mi. Now, it would be of interest 
to get conditions under which M 2 coincides with the set of complement 
submodules of Mr. Two of the concepts already introduced will suffice 
to get M 2=Me, though in this case these conditions are not necessary.

THEOREM 6. 13 Let Mr be non-degenerate. If Mr is a self-generator or
a CS-module, then x : M g— and <r : — >Me are inverse projectivities.S M
p r o o f : By (6.11), it will suffice to prove that, under the stated
conditions, M 2~Me.

Let Ne^ 2  and let K be an e-closure for N in M. Since N£eK,
t  (N)£ex (K) by (6.10.f), but we have x (N)e^r, whence t  (N)-x (K)s s s s s
and N=cr x (N)=cr x (K). If Mr is a self-generator then K is m s m s 0
M-cotorsionless, and if Mr is a CS-module then K£dM; in any case 
K=<r t  (K)=N and therefore N is a complement in M.M S
For the converse inclusion, let K£CM; then, as above, K is 
M-cotorsionless, and hence it remains to show that xs(K)et?r. Let 53 be 
an e-closure for xg(K) in Ss; then xs(K)£e& and, by (6.10.b), 
K=<r x (K)SeO' (S3), which implies K=(r (53) and therefore S3£x cr (S3)=x (K),M S  M ^ M S M S
i.e. x (K)=S3€t?r and hence KgjM2. ■ s
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COROLLARY 6.14 Let Mr be non-degenerate. Then

a) if M r is a self-generator or a CS-module, then u (Mr )=u (Ss );
b) if M r is a self-generator then M r is a CS-module if and only if S 

is a right CS-ring;
c) if Mr is a CS-module then S is a right CS-ring.

p r o o f : a) follows from (6.13) and (2.7); b) and c) follow from
(6.12.a), using the fact that M2~Me.u

The conditions imposed on the non-degenerate module Mr in (6.13) are 
not the only ones under which ,/He and £?r are isomorphic. The next 
result makes further use of the uniqueness of the e-closures in a 
nonsingular module to show that also nonsingularity of Mr implies the 
existence of such an isomorphism, although in this case we have to 
change slightly the definition of our maps.

THEOREM 6. 15 Let Mr be nonsingular and non-degenerate. Then the maps

x : Me— >tsr and Sh->[cr (9)]e from t£r to Me are inverse projectivities. s M

p r o o f : First, we see that t (ife)££>r; if K£cM and & is an e-closures
for t (K) in Ss, then (6.10.b) cr t (K)£e<r (H); but (6.10.e) K is theS M S M
e-closure of cr t (K) and hence, by nonsingularity, also of cr (%t), i.e. M S  M
K=[cr (53)]e; in particular, <r (53)£K and hence S3£t <r (&)£t (K), i.e.M M S M S
T (K)=a<=£r.S
Since the image of S under &p-»[cr (S)]e is in Me, it only remains toH
show that both maps are inverse of each other.
As we have mentioned above, K>=[<r t (K)]e for all Ke/He; on the otherM S 1

hand, if Heiar, then 9=i(r (9) by (6.10.d); since cr (&)£e[<r (2l)]e,S M M H

(6.10.f) yields S3£eT ([<r (ZI)]e) and hence 21=t ([cr (S3)]e), showing thatS' M ' S v M *

both maps are inverse of each other.*

COROLLARY 6.16 Let Mr be nonsingular and non-degenerate. Then

a) u (Mr )=u (Ss );
b) S is a right CS-ring if and only if Mr is a CS-module.

p r o o f : a) follows from (6.15) and (2.7), and b) follows from (6.15)
and (6.2).*
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Correspondence Theorems for Principal 
and Finitely Generated Ideals

Write Ti and Tv for the sets of left and right principal ideals of S:

!Pi={Sf: feS> SPr={fS: feS>.

Also, let !Fi and represent the sets of finitely generated left and 
right ideals of S, that is

n n
9u={ 2 Sf : f  f eS} 9V={ 2 f S: f  f eS}.1 = 1 i 1 n i = l i I n

Recall that r (Sf)=Kerf and cr (fS)=Imf for all feS; hence, if we write M M
K={Kerf;feS> ?={Imf:feS>,

then r (Ti)=K and cr C^r)^. Further, if we setM H n
Kf={ K Kerf : f  f €S> 2 f M: f , . . . , f €=S>,1=1 1 1  n 1=1 1 I n

then r (oFi)=Kf and cr ($Fr)” F̂.M M
Since, on the other hand, K and Kf are always included in M.&, while ^ 
and ^f always lie in , we get the following equivalences:

THEOREM 6.17 With the above notation,

a) 1 , r determine a duality between K and T l & TiQTa;s m J
b) t ,cr determine a projectivity between ^ and Tv Tv&tP ;S M T(T
c) 1 , r determine a duality between Kf and o SuS^a;s M
d) t ,cr determine a projectivity between ?f and cFv « WvQif . ■S M TO*

Recall that a ring is regular If every principal (left or right) ideal 
(equivalently, every f.g. left or right ideal) is generated by an 
idempotent; and that a ring is letf (right) perfect if its principal 
(equivalently, f.g.) right (left) ideals satisfy the DCC [5]. 
Therefore we get, from (6.17) and (6.2),

COROLLARY 6. 18 With the above notation, and if 2)={NcM r; N£dM>,
a) if T i t h e n :  S is regular & KQV;

a7) if TiQiPa then: S is right perfect o M has ACC on K;
b) if TvQiP then: S is regular StQT>;

tct
b7) if TvQif then: S is left perfect M has DCC onTCT
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c) if then: S is regular & K fSD;

c') if cFiQtfa then: S is right perfect & M has ACC on K f;

d) if S'rSy then: S is regular & ?f£D;TO'
d') if cFrQtP then: S is left perfect & M has DCC on 9f.u

tct

Now, it is of interest to seek for conditions on M r under which one of 
the equivalent conditions of (6.17) holds. In fact, conditions a) and
c) (resp. b) and d)) hold in any quasi-injective module (resp. quasi
project ive module), but we shall postpone the proof of this until
Section 10 since then we will have introduced the concept of 
T-nilpotency, which will be needed when applying these facts.

Nevertheless, we can prove now the following result, which gives as a 
corollary the fact that S is regular if and only if X£D and D, with 
the notation of (6.18).

PROPOSITION 6. 19 a) If then b) if X£Z) then .------------------  TCT
p r o o f : a) Assume J&D and let feS; we need to prove that Sf=l r (Sf)S H
or, equivalently, that 1 r (Sf)£Sf. Let gel r (Sf); then Kerf£Kerg andS M S M
hence h : f M— >gM given by h (fx)=gx is a well-defined R-homomorphism.
Now, if M=fM©N and we define heS by hi =h and h| =0, then hf=g and > J 1 f m l 1 n °
therefore geSf, as required.

b) Assume KQV and let feS; we have to prove that t tr (fS)£fS. LetS M
gex <r (fS), i.e. gM£fM, and let t,q be idempotents of S such thatS H
Kerf-Kert and Kerg-Kerq (5.4.a).
For all xeM, there exists yeM with gx=fy; we claim that the map 
h^:qM— »tM given by h^(qx)=ty is well-defined (and hence it is clearly 
an R-homomorphism); for, if qx=qx' then x-x'eKerq=Kerg, so that 
gx=gx', and similarly fy=fy' implies ty=ty'.
Define then heS by hi =h and h| =0; we shall prove that g=hf,J IqM 1 *Kerq * r °
which will finish the proof. First note that, for any zeM, z=tz+(l-t)z 
with (l-t)z€Kert=Kerf, so that fz=ftz. Now, for any xeM, x=qx+(l-q)x 
and, if yeM is such that gx=fy, then hx- hqx= h^qx= ty and hence 
fhx= fty= fy= gx, so that g=fh.■

COROLLARY 6.20 For any module Mr, S is a regular ring if and only if 
the kernel and the image of every endomorphism of Mr are direct 
summands of Mr.
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p r o o f : Assume that S is regular; then for every feS there exist
idempotents t,q of S such that fS-tS and Sf=Sq, and hence we get

fM = fSM - tSM = tM <=2) and Kerf = r (Sf) = r (Sq) = Kerq e2).H M
Conversely, if X£2) and £̂2) then either (6. 19. a) and (6. 18. a) or 
(6.19.b) and (6.18.b) imply that S is regular.*

Finally, we prove a lemma which will allow us to apply our previous 
results to nonsingular continuous modules. A module Mr is said to be 
continuous if it is a CS-module such that every submodule of Mr 
isomorphic to a direct summand of Mr is again a direct summand of Mr.

LEMMA 6.21 Let Mr be a module for which X£2). Then if and only

if, for all NeD and for every monomorphism h:N— »M, we have hN^D.

p r o o f : The ‘only if’ part does not need the hypothesis X£2): if
and N, h: N— >M are as stated, take K £ M r such that M=N©K and extend h to
feS by requiring f| =0; then hN-fN which is in T) by assumption.
Conversely, assume that KQ2) and that hNe2) for all Ne2) and every 
monomorphism h: N— >M, and let feS; thus M=Kerf©K for some K£ M r ; hence 
h-fj :K— >M is monic and thus fM=hKe2). Therefore fQD.m'K

COROLLARY 6. 22 a) If Mr is continuous then S is regular & X£D;
b) if Mr is a nonsingular CS-module then S is regular & ^£2);
c) if Mr is nonsingular and continuous then S is a regular ring.

p r o o f : a) The ‘only if’ part follows from (6.20). If Mr is continuous
and X£2) then (6.21) implies 3-QD and hence S is regular by (6.20).
b) If Mr is nonsingular and CS then MaQMe (6.7. a) and Me-V, whence 
KQMaQMe=X). Therefore S is regular if and only if £̂2) by (6.20).
c) If Mr is nonsingular and continuous then, as above, X£D and hence S 
is regular by a).*



Se c t io n  7 : T he En d o m o r p h is m  R ing  o f  a  Qu a s i- I n j e c t iv e  M o d u le

Throughout this section we shall study the ring S of endomorphisms of 
a quasi-injective module Mr. J=J(S) will denote the Jacobson radical 
of S. The main results in this area concern, rather than S itself, the 
factor ring S/J, which is sometimes called the associated ring of M. 
They are due to B.Osofsky [41], J.Roos [45] and G.Renault [R75 & 44], 
among others, who followed techniques introduced by Y.Utumi [57], 
E. Wong and R. Johnson [64] to show that S/J is a regular and right 
self-injective ring (7.11).

Further results on the endomorphism ring of quasi-injective or 
injective modules with some finiteness conditions (such as chain 
conditions or finite dimension) will be proved in Sections 9 and 10.

Let us denote the factor ring S/J by S and, for any feS, let f be its 
image in S. The ideal r=r(S), introduced in the following lemma, will 
be of key importance in what follows.

LEMMA 7. 1 Let Mr be any module and let S=End(MR). Then the set 
r(S)={feS:KerfSeE} is an ideal of S.
p r o o f : Let f,gtsr(S) and heS. Then Kerf£eM and Kerg£eM, whence
KerfnKergSeM. Since KerfnKerg£Ker(f+g), we have f+g<=F(S); and since 
Kerf£Ker (hf), we get hfer(S). Note that Ker(fh)=h_1 (Kerf); then 
(1.2.d) gives Ker(fh)£eM, whence fheF(S). Therefore T(S) is a 
two-sided ideal of S.■

The next proposition was first proved, for Mr injective, by Y.Utumi 
[55; Lemma 8].

PROPOSITION 7.2 If Mr is quasi-injective then J(S)=r(S) and S is a 
(von Neumann) regular ring.

p r o o f [13; Theo.3.i.a]: Write J=J(S) and F“F(S). First we prove that
T£J: Let f<=F; KerfrdCer (1 —f )=0 implies Ker(l-f)=0, whence
(1—f);M— »(l-f)M is an isomorphism whose inverse g;(l-f)M— »M extends 
to some heS, for which h (1 —f)=1; thus every element of T is left
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quasi-regular and hence T£J [A-F; Theo.15.3].
Next we see that S/r is a regular ring: Given f<=S, set K-Kerf and take 
a relative complement N for K in M; then f|N is monic with inverse 
g:fN— >N. Since M is quasi-injective, g can be lifted to h<=S, and then 
K@N£Ker(f-fhf): for, if k<=K and neN, then

fhf(k+n)= fhf(n)= fgf(n)= f(n)= fCk+n).

Now, since K©NSeM, f-fhfeF, i.e. f and fhf have the same image in S/F, 
and this shows that S/r is regular.
Finally, we show that J£r, which will complete the proof. If feJ, 
choose heS such that g=f-fhfer; since 1-fh has an inverse we get 
f=(l-fh) 1geF. Therefore JSF.■

Our purpose now is to show that S is a right self-injective ring. At a 
first stage, we will prove this for the endomorphism ring of an
injective module, but at the end of the section we will see that the 
result also holds for quasi-injectives. We need some technical lemmas 
about the lifting of idempotents from S to S; the proofs given here 
are due to G.Renault [44 or R75].

PROPOSITION 7.3 If Er is injective and S=End(Er) , then every

idempotent of S can be lifted to an idempotent of S.

p r o o f [131: Suppose f2=feS; then h=f2-feJ. If f7 ==f I then it is1 Kerh
easy to see that Kerh=Kerf©Imf'. Now, since KerhSeE (7.2), if El and
E2 are injective hulls in E of Kerf and Imf7, respectively, then 
E“Ei©E2 (3.8). Let t: Ei©E2-^4E2; then KerhSKer (t-f) for if xeKerh is 
written as x=y+fz (with yeKerf, zeKerh) then

tx= fz= (f2-h)z- f2z= f(fz+y)= fx.
—  —  2This shows that t-feJ (because heJ) and hence f-t with t =teS.■

REMARK By [S; p.186-7], (7.3) shows that any countable family of
orthogonal idempotents of S lifts to a family of orthogonal 
idempotents of S. The same remark applies to the following corollary.

COROLLARY 7.4 Let R be a right seIf-injective ringf and let J(R) be
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the Jacobson radical of R. Then J(R)=Zr(R), R/J(R) is a regular ring 
and idempotents can be lifted modulo J(R).

p r o o f [57;Theo. 4.6 & Cor. 4. io]: The last two statements are direct
consequences of (7.2) and (7.3), using the ring isomorphism 
S=End(RR)=R (see Section 5).
To see that J(R)=Zr(R), note that the ring isomorphism <p:R— »S carries 
reR to the endomorphism "left multiplication by r", and then 
Ker (<p(r) )=??(r) for all reR. Therefore

reJ(R) o yxr)eJ(S) « Ker(#>(r) )£eRR & ?2(r)£eR & reZr(R).

Hence J(R)=Zr(R).»

LEMMA 7. 5 Suppose Er is injective and S=End(ER). Let <ta: iel> be a
family of idempotents of S such that the sum y t S is direct. Then theI i 2
sum y t S is direct and, if I is finite, then there exists t =teS suchi
that © t S=tS.I i
p r o o f : Since in general a sum T Ai is direct if and only if so isi
£pAi for every finite subset F of I, we can assume I to be finite, say 
I={1,...,n}.
Set Ei-t^E for i=l,...,n. If we prove that the El are independent then
so are the t S; for, suppose e.g. that t f -t f + ,,,+t f is an l 1 1 2 2  n nn
element of (t S)n(Zt S); then for all xeE we get

■ \ ; v „ =  i v ,M . .

hence t f =0. l l n n
Let us now prove that SEi-eEi by induction in n. Suppose the sum F-EEi
is direct and G=FnEi*tQ; let H be an injective hull of G contained in

2Ei and let e =eeS be such that H-eE. Then clearly e=t e.
Since F is injective, the inclusion map G— >F lifts to some h:E— >F for

n n
which we have h=St h. For, if xeE then hx=Zt y for some y eE, whence 2 i 2 ri i

( ft.h)* = = hx.

Now, since G£eH and E=H©Ker(e), we get G©Ker(e)£eE; but e and he 
coincide in G (in fact they are both the identity in G), and thus so 
do they in G©Ker(e), whence e-he.
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_ _ n_ _
Thus, we get tie= e= he= St he with e^O (Ker(e)nH=0 with H*0),2 1 n _  _
contradicting the hypothesis that the sum is direct. Therefore
n
SEi is direct, and then so is Y t S. l ^ii
Now, each El is injective and thus so is ©El; hence there exists Eo£Er 
such that E=©Ei; let q :©Ei— -̂»Ej, so that, for i=l,...,n, we haveo jo
q =t q , and call t=q +• • *+q . Then, for all feS, we get1 1 1  I n

n n n
tf = Sq f = St q f € St S,in i in i i ’

n
and, for all f , . . . ,f eS, we get (St f )E £ ©El and thus1 n 1 1 1  1

n n
(St f ) = t(St f ) 6 ts.I l l  1 1 1

Therefore tS^t^S, which proves the last statement of the lemma. ■

LEMMA 7.6 With the above notation, let {t^iel} be a family of

idempotents of S such that the sum E ^ S  is direct, and let SS-et̂ S.
Then every homomorphism 0:35s— »Ss extends to an endomorphism of Ss.

proof: Consider the right R-module F=35E and define g: Fr— >Er as
follows: If z=T t f x for some finite set J (where, for all jeJ,

i i J
f^eS, x^eE and the t^’s are elements of {t^iel}, possibly repeated)
then set g(z)=£ 0(t f )x .

J j  j
If g is well-defined, then it is clearly an R-homomorphism. To see
that g is actually single-valued, suppose another expression of z is
given and let K be the (finite) set consisting of those members of
{t :iel> which appear in any of these two expression. Then, by (7.5),1
there exists an idempotent t of S such that ©tkS=tS, and then t^=tt^ 
for all jeJ; hence

g(z) = 20(tt f )x - £0(t)t f x - 0(t)z 
J J J J  J J J J

independently of the representation of z.
Therefore g extends to some heS; now, if fe95 may be written as f=Stfefk
for some finite subset K of I and some f eS, then, for all xeE,k

0(f )x = 0(Et f )x = S0(t f )x = g(Et f x) = h(Et f x) = (hf)x.^ K k k K k k e K k k  K k k
Therefore 0(f)=hf for all feJB and thus 0 can be extended to an
endomorphism of Ss. ■
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In view of (7.6), the following characterization of regular self- 
injective rings will clearly help us.

LEMMA 7.7 Let R be a regular ring. Then R is right self-injective if
and only if for every right ideal b of R of the form b^t^R (where
{t^iell is a family of idempotents of R.), every homomorphism bR— »Rr 
can be extended to a endomorphism of Rr.

p r o o f : The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency let a be any
right ideal of R. By Zorn’s Lemma there exists a maximal element b in 
the family of all direct sums ©t^Sa where the t^s are idempotents of
R, and since R is regular this maximal element is an essential
submodule of a (recall that every principal right ideal of R is
generated by an idempotent).
Then for an arbitrary f:a— >R let g^f^ and let heEnd(RR) be an
extension of g. Then, for all xea, 6=(b:x) is an essential right ideal 
of R (1.1) and (h-f)x6=0; since R is right nonsingular [S; p.244], we 
get hx=fx and therefore h extends f, as desired.*

THEOREM 7.8 Let Er be an injective module, S its endomorphism ring 
and J=J(S) the Jacobson radical of S. Then S/J is a regular right 
self-injective ring.

proof [44;Theo.3.2] or [R75;p.8S]: By (7.2), S=S/J is regular. Then,
by (7.7), it suffices to show that, for each right ideal of S of the
form (with {t^riel} a family of idempotents of S which, by
(7.5), may be taken in such a way that every t^=t in S), and for each 
homomorphism 0: Bi— >Si, there exists a right S-endomorphism of S which 
extends <p.
Given <f>, let f̂  (t^); then f =#(t^)=0(t )t -f t̂̂ . By (7.5), the sum
&=][] t S is direct, so that the correspondence t̂ i— ^ X t ^ ^ f ^  defines 
a right S-homomorphism <p\S3— >S. By (7.6), there exists with
<p(t )=f t for all iel. Then the right endomorphism of S defined by 
left multiplication by f extends <f>, and this completes the proof ofO
the theorem.■

Theorem 7.8 yields as a corollary the following result of Y.Utumi [57; 
Theo.8].
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COROLLARY 7.9 If R is a right self-injective ring then R/J(R) is 
also right self-injective, n

The following proposition allows us to extend our results to quasi- 
injective modules.

PROPOSITION 7. 10 Let Mr be a quasi-injective module, Er its injective 
hull, S=End(MR) and HNEnd(ER). Then H/J(H) and S/JCS) are ring 
isomorphic.

p r o o f : Since M r is quasi-injective, (3.10) implies that the map
<f>: H— »S given by 0(f)-f| is well defined. Clearly, it is a ring
homomorphism and, since Er is injective, <f> is surjective. Composing

S Hwith the natural ring epimorphism n:S— >S/J(S) we get
and then all we have to check is that J(H) coincides with
Ker(7r0)= 0-1(Ker7r)= ^_1J(S). For, let feH; then we have

fe^™1 J(S) o <f>{f)eJ(S) Ker(f I )£eM o MnKerfSeM o KerfSeE o feJ(H),M
whence effectively J(H)=0 ^JfS).*

Thus we get as a corollary the announced result of B.Osofsky [41; 
Theo.12], G.Renault [44; Cor.3.5] and J.E.Roos [45; p.176].

THEOREM 7.11 If Mr is a quasi-injective module, S its endomorphism 
ring and J=J(S) the Jacobson radical of S, Then S/J is a regular right 
self-injective ring.*

There is an important case, namely when Mr is not only quasi-injective 
but also nonsingular, in which case J(S)=0 and then we obtain a result 
which, together with (7.4) and (7.9), was the motivation for the study 
undertaken in this section. It appeared in the form given here in [64; 
Theo.5], although the proof of the self-injectivity of S is attributed 
to Y.Utumi.

THEOREM 7.12 If Mr is a nonsingular quasi-injective module then 
S=End(MR) is a regular right self-injective ring.

p r o o f : After (7.11) and (7.2) it suffices to see that F=r(S)=0. For,
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let fer and K=Kerf£eM. For any xeM we have a=(K:x)£eRR (1.1) and xa£K; 
then (fx)a=0, and the nonsingularity of M gives fx=0. Therefore f=0 
and thus F=0.■

REMARKS 1) Nonsingularity is necessary in (7.12). For example,
consider the Abelian group 2 oo (the p-primary component of (Q/2, whereP
p is any prime integer), which is an injective 2-module, but its 
endomorphism ring is the ring of p-adic integers [F; p.211], which is 
not self-injective [41; p.897].

2) Any semisimple module is quasi-injective with r(S)=0, so that the 
endomorphism ring of a semisimple module is right self-injective.

3) B.Osofsky has investigated when S/J is also left self-injective. In 
[41] she proves, for Er quasi-injective and using results of Utumi 
[56] that S/J is left self-injective if, for every orthogonal set 
{t :iel> of idempotents of S, the map 0: E— ^jf^E given by 
0(m)-<t m> is onto. In particular, for a right vector space Vd over 
a division ring D, S=End(VD) is always right self-injective by the 
previous remark, but S is left self-injective if and only if V is 
finitely generated (i.e. finite dimensional) [G; Prop.2.23]. This may 
also be proved for free modules over QF-rings [S; p.278].
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Although there do not exist results for the endomorphism ring of an 
arbitrary projective module as strong as those given for (quasi-) 
injective modules in Section 7 (but see (8.5)), the literature about 
the subject is fairly wide. In particular, Morita’s Theorem 
characterizes finitely generated projective generators of Mod asR
those modules Mr such that there exists a category equivalence between
Mod and Mod , where S=End(MR). We begin this section by recalling R S
Morita* s Theorem and drawing some consequences.

Next, we study the Jacobson radical of S=End(MR) when Mr is projective 
and, as a consequence, we determine when S is a local ring. This 
prompts us to a brief introductory discussion of the so-called local, 
regular, perfect and semiperfect (projective) modules, with which we 
close the section.

The Morita Theorem; Finitely Generated Projective Modules

In this paragraph we shall make use of the language of Category 
Theory, with which the reader will be assumed to be familiar. For the 
standard definitions we refer to [A—F].

Given two categories £? and 2), a functor F:t? >2) is said to be a
category equivalence if there exists a functor G: V— such that GF 
(resp. FG) is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor in S’ (resp. 
in 2)). This occurs if and only if F is full and faithful and, for 
every object D of 2), there exists an object C of £ such that FC and D 
are isomorphic. Therefore, a category equivalence between £ and D 
preserves and reflects most of the categorical properties of the 
objects and the morphisms of and 2).

Two rings R and S are (Morita) equivalent if there exists a category 
equivalence between Mod and Mod (it turns out that it happens if andR S
only if there exists a category equivalence between RMod and gMod). 
Therefore, all the properties of a ring which may be stated in
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categorical terms are preserved by Morita equivalence. For example, if 
R and S are equivalent rings, then each one of the properties listed 
below hold in R if and only if it holds in S (such properties are 
called Morita invariants; see [FA73; p.220] for an extended list):

A generator for ModR is a right R-module Mr such that, for any module
Nr, there exists a set I and an epimorphism M (I> »N, where MtX)
represent the direct sum of copies of M indexed by I, If we set

clearly Im(Tt)=t (M) (see Section 5), and from that it is easy to see N
that Mr is a generator of ModR if and only if tR(M)=N for all right 
R-modules N.

A progenerator of Mod is just a finitely generated projectiveR
generator of Mod . A well known theorem of Morita [39] characterizesR
the rings which are equivalent to a given ring R (see e.g. [A-F;§22]).

THEOREM For two rings R, S the following statements are equivalent:
a) R and S are Morita equivalent;
b) there exists a progenerator Mr of Mod with S=End(MR);R
c) there exists a progenerator rM of Mod with S=End(RM).«R

Therefore, the endomorphism ring of a progenerator of Mod inheritsR
many of the properties of R (but not all, for example being a domain, 
a field, a commutative ring or an indecomposable ring are not Morita 
invariants [FA73; p.221]).

Sometimes, however, being a progenerator is too restrictive a 
condition in Mr for S=End(MR) to preserve some Morita invariants. In 
fact, many times ‘finitely generated (f.g.) projective’ is a 
sufficient condition for that.

- (right or left) Noetherian
- (right or left) Artinian
- (von Neumann) regular
- (right or left) self-injective
- (right or left) hereditary
- (right or left) perfect
- (right or left) primitive

- prime
- simple
- semiperfect
- semiprimitive
- semiprime
- semisimple

(H)H=Hom (M.N) and define a maD 7i:M — >N via tt(x  ) - Z h(x ), then
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For example, note that a f.g. projective module Mr is isomorphic to a 
direct summand of some finite direct sum of copies of R and so, in
particular, Mr is a direct summand of a progenerator Pr of Mod . If weH
write S=End(MR), H=End(PR), and if e is an idempotent of H such that 
M=eP, then it is easily checked that the assignation ft-»efe defines a 
ring isomorphism between S and eHe with inverse eheK>eh| . Thus,
Morita invariants which do not vanish when one passes from a ring Q to
qQq (for some q =q<=Q) are preserved for the endomorphism ring of f.g. 
projective modules. Specifically:

THEOREM 8. 1 Let Mr be a finitely generated projective module. If R 
has one of the properties below, then so does S=End(MR);
a) R is a regular ring;
b) R is a semiperfect ring;
c)R is a right perfect ring.

p r o o f : All three properties are Morita invariants. We see that eRe is
regular whenever R is and e =eeR: given reR, let xeR be such that
(ere)x(ere)=ere; then (ere) (exe) (ere)=ere, so that eRe is regular. The 
same property for semiperfect rings follows from [A-F; Cor.27.7], and 
for perfect rings from [A-F; Theo.28.4.b) and Lemma 28.18].n

In fact, we can add ‘R is right Noetherian’ and *R is right Artinian’ 
to the list in (8.1), and it will follow as a particular case of 
Theorem 8.3. Before stating it, we need a result which is more easily 
proved if we introduce the notion of smallness in ModR.

A module Mr is said to be small in Mod [M; p. 74] if, for any directR
sum ©Mi of right R-modules and for any homomorphism f:M— >©Mi, there
exist a finite subset J of I and a homomorphism f:M >©Mj such that
f—u f, where u is the canonical inclusion of ©Mj in ©Mi. 

ij ij j i
For example, every f.g. module Mr is small in Mod , since the imagesR
via f:M— >©Mi of a finite generating set of Mr (and hence all of fM) 
lie in only finitely many of the Mi’s. In fact, for a projective 
module, finite generation and smallness are equivalent conditions.
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PROPOSITION 8.2 If Mr is a finitely generated projective module then, 
for all right ideals S3 of S=End(MR), we have S3=HomR(M, S3M) (i.e. every 
right ideal is zcr-closed).

p r o o f [23;Lemma 2.6]: Note that, from the definitions, for any right
right ideal S of S, we get x <r (53)=Hom(M, S3M) and S3£Hom(M, S3M). On theS M
other hand, let f:M--»SM be any homomorphism and consider the coproduct 
(S3)M with canonical inclusions (u :heS3}; the maps {h:M— >53M: he53>

(S3) kinduce a homomorphism tc:M — »53M such that tiu =h for all h<=S3, and nh
is clearly an epimorphism.
Then, by projectivity of M r , there exists g:M- r(S3)-»M such that f=irg, 
and by smallness there exist a finite subset J of 9 and a homomorphism 
g:M— >MJ such that (writing u for u^) g=ui-

n > m

Then, if {e :heJ> and (p :heJ> are the injections and projections,h h
respectively, of the coproduct M , we get

f = ng = 7tug = iru(Se p )g = Ztt(ue )p g - Siru p g = Zh(p g) e 9J h h J h h J h h  J h
since J is finite, heS and, for each heJ, p geS.h
Therefore S=Hom (M,S3M).h 

r

REMARK This proof may be slightly modified in order to obtain a 
similar result in which finite generation is required not in Mr but in 
S(. This will be done in (10.11) in a more general situation.

THEOREM 8.3 a) If Mr is projective and Noetherian then S=End(MR) is 
right Noetherian. b) If Mr is finitely generated, projective and 
Artinian then S is right Artinian

p r o o f : Since in any case M r  is f.g., S3=Hom (M, S3M) for every rightH
ideal H of S, and therefore for any two right ideals &,33 of S we have 
SfrMBM if and only if 53=53. Thus, assuming a) (resp. b)), for a nonempty 
set E={2li;i<=I} in Lat(Ss), the set {HiM;ieI> has a maximal (resp. 
minimal) element 53iM, and then Si is maximal (resp. minimal) in 2. ■
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REMARK: In fact, any projective Artinian module is f.g., so that the
condition *f.g. ’ in (8.3.b) is redundant (see the proof of [22;
Theo.2.8]). Moreover, even the endomorphism ring of a E-quasi- 
projective Artinian module is right Artinian [43; Theo.7].

The Jacobson Radical of the Endomorphism Ring 
of a Projective Module; Local Endomorphism Rings.

The Jacobson radical of the endomorphism ring of a projective module 
admits a description that is dual to that given for an injective
module, and that may be improved if, in addition, RadM (the radical of 
M, see (1.5)) is a superfluous submodule of Mr.

It is known that, if M r is projective and J=J(R) is the Jacobson
radical of R, then RadM=MJcM [A-F; Prop.17.10 & 17.14]. Also, if M r is 
f.g. then every proper submodule L of M r is included in a maximal 
submodule K and thus L+RadM£KcM; therefore RadM«M.

The proof of the next lemma is dual to (7.1).

LEMMA 8.4 Let Mr be any module and let S=End(MR). Then the set

A(S)={feS: fM«M> is a two-sided ideal of S.■

PROPOSITION 8.5 Let Mr be a projective module, S=End(MR) and N=RadM. 
Then

a) J(S)=A(S)£Hom(M,N);
b) there exists a ring epimorphism S— »End(M/N) with kernel Hom(M,N).
c) if N«M (e.g. if Mr is finitely generated) then J(S)-Hom(M,N) and 

hence S/J(S) is ring isomorphic to End(M/N).

p r o o f : a) A(S)£J(S): Let feA(S); since M=fM+(l-f)M and fM«M, we get
1-F(l-f)M=M. Then the short exact sequence 0— »Ker(l-f)— »M--- »M— >0 splits

(by projectivity of M) and hence Ker(l-f)£dM; but since Ker(l-f)£fM, 
Ker(l-f) is a superfluous direct summand of M (1.3), i.e. Ker(l-f)=0. 
Hence, 1-f is invertible for all f<=A(S), whence A(S)£J(S).
J(S)SA(S): Let feJ(S) and suppose fM+N=M for some NSMr; let n:M-^>M/N, 
thus for any xeM we have x=fy+z for some yeM, zeN, whence x+N=fy+N; 
therefore izf:M-—»M/N is epic and thus there exists geS such that 7ifg=ir,
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i.e. 7r(l-fg)=0, which means that (l-fg)MSN; but (l-fg)M-M since 
feJ(S), whence N=M. Therefore fM«M, i.e. feA(S).
J(S)£Hom(M,N): if fsJ(S) then fM«M and hence fM£N by (1.5).

b) Define S— >End (M/N) as follows: Let feS; since N=RadM is a fullyR
invariant submodule of M we have fN£N and then f:x+Ni— >fx+N defines an 
endomorphism of M/N. Let then 0(f)=f; this clearly defines a ring 
homomorphism, which is indeed an epimorphism by projectivity of Mr. It 
is also clear that f=0 if and only if fM£N, so that Ker0=Hom(M,N).

c) If N«M and f€Hom(MR, Nr) then (1.3.d) fM«M, whence feA(S). Then a) 
and b) yield c ).b

REMARKS 1) Further characterizations of J(S) may be found in [61].

2) A module Mr is said to be quasi-projective if for any module N-Nr, 
any epimorphism f:M— >N and any homomorphism g:M— >N, there exists an 
endomorphism h of Mr such that g=fh. A careful look at the proof of
(8.5) reveals that it may be proved for Mr quasi-projective.

As a consequence of (8.5) we can characterize those projective modules 
which have a local endomorphism ring. Recall that a ring R is said to 
be local if its radical J(R) is a maximal right or left ideal or, 
equivalently, if J(R)={r<=R: r is not invertible}.

Before stating the next theorem, a dual of which will be proved in 
Section 9, we need to introduce the dual concept of the injective 
hull, namely the projective cover: A projective cover for Mr is a
projective module Pr, together with an epimorphism tt:P— >M, such that 
Ker?r is a superfluous submodule of Pr.

Unlike injective hulls, projective covers for arbitrary modules seldom 
exist; e.g. if R is a ring with zero radical then only the projective 
R-modules possess a projective cover [A-F; Ex.17.14]. In particular, 
for R=Z, this implies that an Abelian group has a projective cover if 
and only if it is free.In fact, the only rings R for which every right 
R-module has a projective cover are the right perfect rings defined in 
Section 6 (see [5], [A-F; §28] or [FA67; §22]).
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THEOREM 8.6 Let Mr be a projective module, N=RadM and S=End(MR). The 
following statements are equivalent:

a) S is a local ring;
b) M r is the projective cover of a simple right R -module;
c) M r contains a submodule which is both superfluous and maximal;
d) N is a superfluous and maximal submodule of Mr;
e) M r has a unique maximal submodule (necessarily equal to N.) which 

contains every proper submodule of M r .

p r o o f : a)=*b) Assume that S is local. In particular, S#0 and hence M*0; 
therefore NcM, i.e. M contains a maximal submodule K. Thus M/K is a 
simple module, and if we prove K«M then obviously Mr will be a 
projective cover for M/K, proving b).
Suppose then L£Mr is such that K+L-M; we have to prove L=M. Since KcM 
and M/K = (K+L)/K = L/(KnL), there exists a nonzero homomorphism 
g: M— »L/(KnL), and by projectivity of Mr there exists f:MR— »Lr such 
that g=7rf, where tt: L—^>L/(KrvL). Now, since g^O, fM is not included in 
K, and hence K+fM=M by maximality of K; therefore fM is not 
superfluous in M, i.e. f^J(S) (8.5). But, since S is local, this 
implies that f is invertible, so that M=fM£L, i.e. L=M, as required.

b)=»c) Note that b) just means that M r contains a superfluous submodule 
K such that M/K is simple, i.e. K is also a maximal submodule of M r .

c)=k1) Let K£M r be superfluous and maximal in M r ; then (1.5)

K £ Z{L£Mr:L«M> = N = h {L£Mr: L is maximal in Mr} £ K, 

i.e. N=K.

d)=»e) Obviously, if N=RadM is maximal, then it is the only maximal 
submodule of Mr; now, if LcMr then, since N«M, N£N+LcM and thus, by 
maximality of N, N=N+L, i.e. L£N.

e)=>a) Clearly, if N contains every proper submodule of Mr, then N«M 
and hence (8.5) S/J(S)=End (M/N). Since N is maximal by hypothesis,R
M/N is simple and hence S/J(S) is a division ring (5.1), i.e. S is a 
local ring.■

REMARKS; 1) Since every proper submodule of Mr, for Mr satisfying the 
conditions of (8.6), is superfluous in Mr, we can add to these
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eq u i v a l e n c e s  ‘M r is a p r o j e c t i v e  cover for all its n o n z e r o  quotient 
m o d u l e s ’ (c.f. (9.2.c)).

2) In [60; §4], R.Ware remarks that the equivalence of the conditions 
which define a local ring depend largely on the fact that any ring is 
projective as a module over itself, and proves that most of these 
conditions remain equivalent when translated to an arbitrary 
projective module (e.g. b), c), d), e) of (8.6)).

He calls a module local if it is a projective module which satisfies 
these conditions, so that with this terminology (8.6) says that a 
projective module is local if and only if it has a local endomorphism 
ring [60; Theo.4.2],

3) Also, some of the conditions which define a regular, semiperfect or 
perfect ring remain equivalent when extended to projective modules. 
Thus, one can define, always within the classes of projective modules, 
regular, semiperfect or perfect modules. We state here, without proof, 
the properties of their endomorphism rings.

Regular modules are defined by R.Ware in [60; §§ 2 and 3], as those 
projective modules Mr with the property that every cyclic submodule of 
Mr is a direct summand of Mr (definitions of arbitrary regular modules 
which agree with this one in the projective case may be found in [14] 
and [66]). For the given definition, f.g. regular modules have regular 
endomorphism rings [60; Theo.3.6] and, over a commutative ring, 
projective modules whose ring of endomorphism is regular are regular 
[60; Theo.3,9] (finite generation and commutativity are necessary).

Perfect and semiperfect modules were introduced by E.Mares in [32]; a 
projective module Mr is semiperfect if every factor module of Mr has a 
projective cover or, equivalently, if RadM«M, M/RadM is semisimple and 
decompositions of M/RadM can be lifted to M [32], A projective module 
has a semiperfect endomorphism ring if and only if it is finitely 
generated and semiperfect ([32; Theo.6.1] and [60; Prop.1.5]).

A projective module Mr is perfect if, for every set I and every factor
(i)module N of the direct sum M , N has a projective cover. A 

projective module has a perfect endomorphism ring if and only if it is 
finitely generated and perfect ([32; Theo.2.4 and Cor.7.5] and [60; 
Prop.5.2]).
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We start this section by characterizing finite dimensional injective 
modules in terms of their endomorphism rings. In fact, an injective 
module £r will be f.d. if and only if S=End(ER) is semiperfect 
(Theorem 9.5). This will allow us to embed the factor ring S/T(S) of 
any f.d. module Mr in a semisimple ring, and as a consequence we will 
find conditions under which every nil subring of S is nilpotent 
(Theorems 9.8 and 9.13). These latter results are due to R.Shock [50].

Later on, we shall look for situations in which not only finite 
dimensionality, but also the dimension of Mr, is inherited by 
S=End(MR); this will be used, for example, to characterize some 
modules which have Goldie rings of endomorphisms (J. Hutchinson and 
J. Zelmanowitz [25]). In this area we will find some help in the 
results and techniques of Section 6.

Before that, we prove an easy but interesting result, which should be 
compared with (10.2).

PROPOSITION 9. 1 Let Mr be a finite dimensional module and let 
feS=End(MR). Then f is invertible if and only if it is left (or right) 
invertible.

p r o o f : We have to prove that, for all f,geS, fg=l implies gf^l (in
fact, this condition is equivalent to Mr being directly finite, i.e. 
such that Mr is not isomorphic to a proper direct summand of itself, 
see [G; Lemma 6.9]).
First, note that a f.d. module cannot be isomorphic to a proper direct 
summand of itself, because if M=N©L with N=M and L*0 then M=N©Ln for 
all nelN, which is impossible.
Now suppose that f,geS satisfy fg-1; then t=l-gf is an idempotent of S

2such that tg=0, and thus M=gM©tM: if gx=gyegMntM then ty=t y=tgx=Q,
whence gMntM=0; and for all xeM, x=gfx+(x-gfx)egM+tM.
Since g is monic (fg=l), we get, by the above remark, that gM=M, and 
hence tM=t(1-gf)M=0, i.e. gf=l.«
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Finite Dimensional Injective Modules

Here, the results of Section 3 will be used to show that an injective
module is finite dimensional if and only if its endomorphism ring S is
semiperfect (i.e. idempotents lift modulo J=J(S) and S/J is semisimple 
[5]). As a first step towards this result, we characterize those 
injective modules which are uniform (compare with (8.6)).

PROPOSITION 9.2 Let Er be a nonzero injective module, and let

S-End(ER). The following conditions are equivalent.

a) Er is uniform;
b) Er is indecomposable;
c) Er is the injective hull of all its nonzero submodules;
d) S is a local ring.

p r o o f : a)<*b) follows directly from (3.7).
a)oc) since every nonzero submodule of E is essential in E.
c)=#d). We show that the sum of any two noninvertible elements f,g of S
is noninvertible. For, note that Kerf^O, because otherwise fE would be
a nonzero injective submodule of E and thus, by c), E=fE, whence f
would be an isomorphism. Similarly, Kerg*0 and hence, by a),
O^KerfnKergSKer(f+g), whence f+g is not invertible.
d)4b) is (5.6).«

THEOREM 9.3 Let Er be an injective module, n a positive integer and

write S-End(ER). The following conditions are equivalent.

a) Er is finite dimensional and u(ER)=n;
b) Er is a finite direct sum of indecomposable injective modules, and

any such decomposition of E consists of exactly n nonzero summands;
c) S contains no infinite family of orthogonal idempotents, and n is 

the maximum cardinality of all families of nonzero orthogonal 
idempotents of S.

p r o o f : a)<»b) follows directly from (3.9).
b=*c). By (9.2) and by the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya Theorem, every direct 
decomposition of E has at most n summands (and at least one of them 
has exactly n); then apply (5.4.c).
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c)=»a). Let ©Mi be any direct sum of nonzero submodules of Er; for each 
iel, let Ei be an e-closure in E for Mi; now, for each Jel, let 
p^:©Ei— >Ej and e^Ej— »©Ei be the canonical projection and injection, 
and let u:©Ei— >E be the inclusion map.
By injectivity of Ej (3.4), there exists fyE— *Ej (which may be viewed
as an element of S) such that f^u=p^; thus, for each xeE, f^xeEj and
hence f x= p f x= up f x. Now let j,kel and xeE; we get J J J J

f f x = f up f x = p p f x = 6 f x  k j k j J * V j  j kj j
(where 5 is the ‘Kroeneker delta'), and therefore {f :jel> is a jk j
family of nonzero orthogonal idempotents of S.
Thus, for any direct sum of nonzero submodules of Er we get a family 
of nonzero orthogonal idempotents of S with the same cardinality, and 
vice-versa (5.4. c), whence the implication c)=5>a) follows readily. ■

The following lemma is the key to prove our Theorem 9.6.

LEMMA 9.4 Let R be a regular ring. Then R is semisimple of length n 
(equivalently, of right or left dimension nj if and only if R contains 
a family of n nonzero orthogonal idempotents, and no set of nonzero 
orthogonal idempotents of R has more than n elements.

p r o o f : We prove that a regular ring R such that R does not contain
infinite families of orthogonal idempotent elements is semisimple. The 
lemma follows then easily from the well-behaved decomposition theory 
of semisimple modules and rings.
From the hypothesis about the idempotents in R, it is easy to see that
1<=R may be written as a finite sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents
of R, and therefore R is a finite direct sum of indecomposable right
(or left) ideals; but, in a regular ring, an indecomposable right

2ideal a*0 must be simple: for any O^rea, there exists e -e<=R with
rR=eR, whence rR is a direct summand of Rr and hence of a; since rR=*0 
and a is indecomposable, we get rR=a, and thus a is simple. Therefore 
R is semisimple. ■

THEOREM 9. 5 Let Er be injective. Then E is finite dimensional if and 
only if S=End(ER) is semiperfect. In this case u (Er )=u (S/J(S)).
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p r o o f: Let J-J(S). Recall that S/J is regular (7.2) and idempotents
may be lifted modulo J (7.3). Now (9.3) and (9.4) give:

S is semiperfect with u(S/J)=n S/J is semisimple with u(S/J)=n o 
the idempotents of S/J verify the conditions of (9.4) & 

so do the idempotents of S & u(ER)-n. ■

COROLLARY 9.6 Let R be a right self-injective ring. The following 
conditions are equivalent.

a) R is semiperfect;
b) R has no infinite family of orthogonal idempotents;
c) R is right finite dimensional;
d) R is left finite dimensional.m

COROLLARY 9.7 The endomorphism ring of a f.d. injective nonsingular 
module is semisimple.

p r o o f : Such a ring is semiperfect by (9.5) and has zero radical by
(7.2) and the proof of (7.12); hence it is semisimple.■

Nil Subrings of the Endomorphism Ring 
of a Finite Dimensional Module

The fact that the injective hull Er of a finite dimensional module Mr 
has the same dimension as Mr, together with the previous study of 
finite dimensional injective modules and with the fact that S=End(MR) 
may be embedded in End(ER), will allow us to study in some detail the 
nilpotency of nil subrings of S. A sufficient condition for these to 
be nilpotent will be found in terms of the rationally closed 
submodules of Mr, which we shall shortly introduce. The main results 
in this area are due to R.Shock [50].

THEOREM 9.8 Let Mr be any module (resp. a f.d. module), and let

r=F(S). Then S/P is ring isomorphic to a subring of a regular (resp.

semi simple) ring.

p r o o f [so; Lemma 2]: Let Er be an injective hull for Mr, and let
H=End(ER); then J(H)=F(H) and H/J(H) is regular (semisimple if Mr is
f.d.), and thus it suffices to embed S/r in H/r(H).
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Let S7 ={h<=H: hM<=M> and r7=-{heS7; Kerh^eE} = r(H)nS7. For feS, let
f7 be an extension to E of f; then it is easy to check that the
correspondence f+Fi— »f7+F7 gives a ring isomorphism between S/r and 
S7/r7, and S7/r7 may be embedded in H/J(H) via h+F7 i— »h+r(H).«

We now turn our attention to the study of the nil subrings of S. The
starting point is the next result.

PROPOSITION 9.9 Let Mr be finite dimensional and S=End(MR). Then

a) every nil subring of S/r(S) is nilpotent;
b) if T(S) is nilpotent then every nil subring of S is nilpotent;
c) a nil subring Q of S is nilpotent if and only if QnF(S) is 

nilpotent.

proof: a) From a result of I.Hernstein and L. Small [24], in a ring
with ACC on right and left annihilators every nil subring is nilpotent
(see also [C-H; Theo. 1.343 ), so that, from (9.8) and by symmetry, it
suffices to see that, in general, a subring of a semisimple (Artinian)
ring has ACC on right annihilators.
Let B be a subring of the semisimple ring T. Write 32 , £ (resp. 32 ,B 6 T
£^) for the annihilator operators in B (resp. T) and note that, for a 
nonempty subset X of B, 32 (X)-32 (X)nB. Now suppose X ,X , ... areB T 1 2
nonempty subsets of B such that 32 (X )£32 (X )£••• and set Y =£ 32 (X )

*  J B 1 B 2 I B B i
for i=l,2.... so that 32 (X )=32 (Y ) for all i. If £ acts in thatB 1 B i B
chain then we get Y^Y^*** and hence 32t (Yi)£32t(Y2)£*• •. By hypothesis 
there exists neIN such that, for all k^n, 32 (Y )=32 (Y ) and henceT k T n

32 (X ) = 32 (Y ) = 32 (Y )nB = 32 (Y )nB = 32 (Y ) - 32 (X ),B k  B k  T k  T n  B n  B n
proving that B has ACC on right annihilators, as desired.

b) This follows then easily from a).
c) If Q is a nil subring of S and we write T for F(S), then (Q+F)/r is 
a nil subring of S/r and then (Q+D/r = Q/(QnF) is nilpotent; if Qnr 
is also nilpotent, then so is Q, and this proves c).b

COROLLARY 9. 10 Let R be a right finite dimensional ring; then a nil

subring Q of R is nilpotent if and only if so is QnZr(R). If Zr(R) is 
nilpotent then nil subrings of R are nilpotent.

p r o o f : As we already remarked in the proof of (7.4), r(R)=Zr(R).«
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Now, we can look for f.d. modules Mr for which r(S) is nilpotent, and 
then use (9.9.b) to deduce that all nil subrings of S are nilpotent. A 
sufficient condition both for Mr to be f.d. and for T(S) to be
nilpotent will depend on the concept of M-rationally closed submodules 
of Mr, which we define next.

Let L£N be submodules of Mr; we say that N is an M-rational extension
of L provided Horn (K/L,M)=0 for all K£Mr such that LSKSN. If LSMr hasR
no proper M-rational extensions within M, we say that L is
M-rationally closed. A concept of rational closure (r-closure), 
similar to that of e-closure developed in Section 1, may be defined in 
terms of a class of right ideals of R called M-dense ideals: <x£Rr is 
M-dense if xa.̂ 0 for every nonzero element x in an injective hull of 
M r . N o w , for LSM r , let L'={xeM: (L:x) is M-dense}; L' is called the 
r-closure of L in M, and it turns out that L is rationally closed in M 
if and only if L=L' [50].

Before state the next theorem, we need two previous results. We shall 
again make use of the notation and results of Section 6.

LEMMA 9.11 If S has DCC on a-closed ideals, then F(S) is nilpotent.

p r o o f t36]: We know from (6.1. a) that every left annihilator ideal
of S is a-closed, so that S has DCC on left annihilator ideals and 
hence ACC on right annihilator ideals, whence the chain 9?(D£?i(r )£• • * 
(where T=r(S)) stops, i.e. ^(rn)=^(rn+1) for some neIN; now, we shall 
prove that r£3?(rn), which will imply rn+1=0, proving the lemma.
Suppose there exists fer\K(rn); since fgK(rn+1), there exists f^r 
such that Tnf f*0, i.e. f fer\92(rn); in this way, we can construct anl l
infinite sequence ^ f ^ f  ,... of elements of T such that g^=f^* ■-f^^O 
for all relN. Since g M*0 and Ker(f )£eM, g MnKer(f )*0, whencer r+1 r r+1
Ker(g^)cKer(g^+i). Since the strictly ascending chain
Ker(gi]cKer(g2)c*•• consists of right annihilators in M of subsets of
S, also 1 (Kerg )^1 (Kerg )d*** is strict, contradicting the s i s  2
hypothesis of the lemma and hence proving our claim.■

LEMMA 9. 12 Let LcN be submodules of Mr; then L'cN' if and only if 
there exists x<=N\L such that (L:x) is not M-dense.
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p r o o f : Clearly, L'=N' if and only if N£L', and by definition this
occurs if and only if (x:L) is M-dense for all xeN. Since (x:L)=R 
(which is M-dense) for all xeL, the lemma follows.■

THEOREM 9. 13 Let Mr be a module with ACC on rationally closed 
submodules, and let S=End(MR). Then
a) Mr is finite dimensional;
b) S has DCC on a-closed left ideals;

c) every nil subring of S is nilpotent.

p r o o f [50;Theo. 3. io]: a) Let L, N be nonzero independent submodules
of Mr; for any 0*xeN we have x(L: x)£Nr\L=0, so that (L:x) is not
M-dense and hence L'c(N©L)' by the preceding lemma. Therefore, any
infinite direct sum of nonzero submodules of Mr would force a strictly 
ascending chain of rationally closed submodules of M, a contradiction 
which proves a).

b) Let 21,93 be a-closed left ideals of S with 2Ic23, and set E=r (20,H
F=r (93); thus 1 (E)=2lc33=L (F). Take then feS such that fF=0 and fE*0,H S S
and pick zeE with fz*0; since fz(F: z)£fF=0, (F:z) is not M-dense and
thus F'cE' by (9.12). Therefore, for each strictly descending chain
1 (F)d1 (E)z>*** of left annihilators in S of subsets of Mr, we find a s s
strictly increasing chain E'cF'c*** of rationally closed submodules of 
Mr, which must be finite by hypothesis.

c) This follows directly from a), b), (9.11) and (9.9.b).*

COROLLARY 9. 14 If Mr is injective with ACC on rationally closed

submodules, then S is semiprimary.

p r o o f : By (9. 13. a) and (9.5), S is semiperfect, and by (7.2),
(9.13.b) and (9.11), J(S) is nilpotent. Thus S is semiprimary.*

Quotient Rings of the Endomorphism Ring 
of a Finite Dimensional Nonsingular Module

In Section 6 we saw that, for a non-degenerate module Mr, we can 
obtain a satisfactory correspondence theorem for right complements of 
S=End(MR). Next, we shall make use of this and other facts to get some
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information about the endomorphism ring of a non-degenerate finite 
dimensional module. The results here are due to J. Hutchinson and 
J.Zelmanowitz [25].

Our first two result are of key importance in what follows, and they 
state that, for a non-degenerate module Mr, the dimension of Mr and 
the right dimension of S coincide, generalizing (6.14.a) and (6.16.a), 
and that Mr is nonsingular if and only if S is right nonsingular.

THEOREM 9. 15 If Mr is a non-degenerate module and S=End(MR), then 
u (Mr )=u (Ss ).

proof [i;Theo.2]: Let Ni©-*-©Nr be a direct sum of nonzero submodules
of Mr; by hypothesis, the right ideals [Ni,M] (i=l,.,.,r) of S are 
nonzero. We claim that they are independent, which will imply 
u CMr) û (Ss).
Suppose that fte[Ni,M] (i=l,...,r) are such that Ef^O; for all xeM we 
get 0=(Zf )x=2(f x) with each f xe f M£ [Ni,M]M= Nit (M)<= Ni, andi i i 1 R
then, by assumption, f^x=0 for each i; this shows that f^O for each
i, so that the [Ni,M]'s are independent.
On the other hand, for each direct sum Si©‘*'©Ht of nonzero right
ideals of S, we claim that the nonzero submodules SiM (i=l t) of
Mr are independent, whence u CSs) û (Mr) and hence the theorem is 
proved.
Suppose then that x^SiM (i=l,...,t) are such that Zx^O; then, for 
any <peM, y<=M, we have (Etx^ <p\ )y=(Zxi) {<p, y)=0, whence Ztx^^plMl; 
but, for each i=l,...,t, we have [x ,#>]e [SiM,M]= Si[M,M]£ SiS= Si
and thus, by assumption, [x^p^O ; therefore [xifM]=0 and hence, by
hypothesis, x =0, as required.*

THEOREM 9.16 Let Mr he a non-degenerate module. Then Mr is 
nonsingular if and only if S is right nonsingular.

proof [25; Prop. 2]: Assume first that Mr is nonsingular, and let
feZr(S); then there exists SSeSs such that fS=0. hence SMSKerf and 
thus, since SMSeM by (6.10.b), KerfSeM. Now, for any O^xeM, we have 
e=(Kerf:x)£eRR (1.1) and fxe=0; by assumption, this implies fx=0, 
whence f=0, i.e. Zr(S)=0.
Conversely, assume that Zr(S)-0 and suppose there exists O^xsZ(Mr). By
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hypothesis, we can find peM such that f=[x, #>3*0, and we claim that 
KerfSeM.
To prove so, let yeMXKerf; then 0*fy=x(#>,y), whence (#>,y)*Q; now,
since e=r (x)£eRR, we can choose reR such that 0*(#>,y)ree, i.e.R
fyr=x(#>,y)r=0; and then we have got 0*yreKerf, proving the claim.
Thus, if we prove that [Kerf, M3£eSs, since clearly [Kerf,M]£5^(f), we 
will get 0*feZr(S), a contradiction which will imply Z(Mr)=0.
We prove in general that N£eM implies [N,M]£eSs: let 0*g«=S; then gM*0
and hence NngM*0; thus, by hypothesis,

0 * [NngM,M] £ [N,M]ntgM,M] £ [N,M]ngS;

therefore [N,M]£eSs.«

With this information in hand, and making use of some results of
Section 6, it is straightforward to characterize those non-degenerate 
modules which have a right Goldie endomorphism ring.

COROLLARY 9. 17 Let Mr be a non-degenerate module. Then S is a right
Goldie ring if and only if Mr is finite dimensional with ACC on
a-closed submodules (and both conditions hold if Mr has ACC on
M-cotorsionless submodules).

p r o o f : By (9.15), S is right f.d. if and only if Mr is f.d. By
(6.10.g), Mr is an a-self-generator and hence (6.6. a) S has ACC on 
right annihilators if and only if Mr has ACC on a-closed submodules. 
Therefore the result follows, the statement in parenthesis being a 
direct consequence of (6.12.b).«

COROLLARY 9. 18 Let Mr be a non-degenerate nonsingular module. Then S 
is a right Goldie ring if and only if Mr is f.d.

p r o o f : Note that every a-closed submodule of M r is a complement in M
(6.7. a), and therefore, if M r is f.d., then it has ACC on a-closed 
submodules. Thus (9.17) gives the result.*

Now, we can study when S has a semisimple classical or maximal right 
quotient ring. Rings with these properties may be characterized as 
follows:
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(1) A ring R has a semisimple (simple) classical right quotient ring 
if and only if R is a semiprime (prime) right Goldie ring [19] 
(see e.g. [S; p.54] or [G; Theo.3.35]).

(2) A semiprime (prime) ring R has a semisimple (simple) right 
quotient ring if and only if R is a right nonsingular and right 
f.d. ring [G; Cor.3.32],

(3) A ring R has a semisimple maximal right quotient ring if and only 
if R is a right nonsingular and right f.d. ring [46; Theo.1.6].

Therefore we obtain at once, from (3), (9.15) and (9.16),

COROLLARY 9. 19 Let Mr be a non-degenerate module. Then S has a 
semisimple maximal right quotient ring if and only if Mr is f.d. and 
nonsingular. *

For the ‘classical’ case, we need a lemma. Recall that a ring R is 
prime if aRb is nonzero for any nonzero elements a,b of R; and that R 
is semiprime if and only if aRa^O for any 0*aeR.

LEMMA 9.20 Let Mr be a nonzero nondegenerate module. Then S is a
prime (semiprime) ring if and only if R=R/r (M) is prime (semiprime)R
and [M,M]x*0 for all O^xeM.

p r o o f  [25;Theo. ii]: Assume that S is a prime ring and write a=rR(M).
To see that R is prime we have to show that, for r,seR\a, rRsia. But 
in this case we get Mr*0, Ms*0, whence [Mr,ft]*0, [Ms.Mj^O. Thus, since 
S is prime,

0 * [Mr, M] [Ms, M] = [[Mr, M]Ms, M] « [Mr (M, M)s, M],

whence Mr(M,M)s*0 and thus, in particular, MrRs^O, i.e. rRsia.
Now, if xeM is such that [M,M]x=0, then [M,M][x,M] = [[M,M]x,M] - 0 
whence, by primeness of S and since [MjMl^O, [x»M]=0. Then, by 
hypothesis, x-0.

Conversely, assume that R is prime and that [M,M]x=0 for xeM implies 
x=0. Let f,g be nonzero elements of S; then fM*0 and gM*0 imply 
M(M,fM)=[M,M]fM*0 and M(M,gM)=[M,M]gM*0, i.e (M,fM)ia and (M,gM)£a 
whence, by primeness of R, (M, fM) (M, gM)£ta. But
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(M,fM)(M,gM) = (M,fM(M,gM)) = (M, [fM,M]gM) = (M, f [M, M]gM),

whence (M,f[M,M]gM)£a and thus, in particular, f[M,M]g*0 and fSg*0. 
Therefore S is a prime ring.

The semiprime case follows by taking r=s and f=g.«

COROLLARY 9.21 Let Mr be a nondegenerate module. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent:

a) S has a simple (semisimple) classical right quotient ring;
b) Mr is f.d. and nonsingular, R-R/r (M) is a prime (semiprime) ringR

and [M.Mlx^O for all O^xeM. 

p r o o f : This follows from (1), (2), (9.15), (9.16) a n d  (9.20).a

Finally, we go one step further in the study of the maximal quotient 
ring of S; if S is right nonsingular (i.e. if Mr is nonsingular, 
always under the hypothesis of non-degeneracy) then it possesses a 
maximal right quotient ring. We shall describe this maximal quotient 
ring in the next proposition.

PROPOSITION 9.22 Let Mr be a non-degenerate nonsingular module, let 
Er be an injective hull for Mr and write S=End(MR), H=End(ER). Then H 
is the maximal right quotient ring of S.

p r o o f [25;Prop. 4]: By injectivity of E r , we may view S as a subring
of H; by (1.1.d) and (7.12), H is a regular right self-injective ring, 
and hence a right nonsingular ring by [G; Prop.1.27] or (9.16).
Suppose we prove that, for any O^heH, SrvhŜ O; this is clearly 
equivalent to S£eHs, and then Hs is nonsingular (1.12.d), whence it is 
a rational extension of Ss [G; Lemma 2.24], and thus H is a right 
quotient ring of S. Now, Hh is injective, and then it has no proper 
rational extensions [G; Lemma 2.24], which implies that H is a maximal 
right quotient ring of S [G; Prop.2.28].
Let us then prove that 0#h<=H implies 0*SnhS. Since M£eE, N=Mnh 1M£eM 
(1.2.a & d) and hence hN#0, because r(H)=0 (7.12). Therefore, by
non-degeneracy of Mr,

0* EhN,M]= h[N,M]= h[Mnh_1M,M]c h[M,M]nh[h_1M,M]c hSnS. ■
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We start this section by proving the classical Fitting’s Lemma, and 
obtain as a consequence the fact that every indecomposable module of 
finite length has a local endomorphism ring. Next, we prove a recent 
result of Camps and Dicks, whose characterization of semilocal rings 
in [9] gives as a corollary that the endomorphism ring of an Artinian 
module is semilocal.

Later on we introduce the concept of T-nilpotency and use it to prove 
that, in the endomorphism ring of a module which is either Noetherian 
or Artinian, every nil subring is nilpotent; and that every module of 
finite length has a semiprimary endomorphism ring. These results are 
due to Fisher and Small [16].

We close Section 10 proving that the correspondence theorems for 
finitely generated ideals of S studied in Section 6 work for quasi- 
injective or quasi-projective modules, and under these hypothesis we 
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on Mr for S to be 
Noetherian, semiprimary, or Artinian. The main results in this area 
are due to M.Harada and T.Ishii ([22] and [23]), though our proofs of 
them make use of different techniques (those of Section 6).

Fitting’s Lemma and Consequences

LEMMA 10. 1 (Fitting) If Mr is a module of finite length n and f is an 
endomorphism of M, then M-Imfn©Kerfn.

proof: Let Ki=Kerfl; the chain 0 £Ki£K2£* • • becomes stationary at some
step j, and for the least j with this property the inclusions Ki-icKi 
are strict for l^i^j: Suppose not; then if xeKi+i, fxeKi=Ki-i and thus 
x<=Ki, i.e. Ki=Ki+i; by induction Ki-i=Kj, against the minimality of j. 
This shows in particular that ĵ n, whence Kn=K2n. Then, if 
x«=KerfnnImfn, we get x=fny (yeM) and 0=fnx=f2ny, i.e. y«=K2n=Kn and 
thus x=0. Hence KerfnnImfn-0.
On the other hand, let Mi=Imf1; the chain M2M12M2 2 *** stops at some
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minimal j and then Mi-icMi for l^i^j; If not, for all xeMi we have 
x=fiy=ffi~ly (y<=M), and fl-1y€Mi-i=Mi, whence fl ay=fAz (zeM) and then

i+ix=f zeMi+i; thus Mi=Mi+i and by induction Mi-i=Mj, a contradiction. 
Therefore j=sn and thus Mn=M2n.
It remains to see that M=Kerfn+Imfn. For all xeM, y~fnxeMn=M2n and 
then there exists zeM such that y=f2nz, whence x-fnzeKerfn and thus 
x=(x-fnz)+fnzeKerfn+Imfn. This completes the proof.*

COROLLARY 10. 2 Let Mr be a Noetherian (resp. Artinian) module and let 
feEnd(MR), then f is an epimorphism (resp. a monomorphism) if and only 
if it is an isomorphism.

p r o o f : Assume that M r is Noetherian. From the first part of the
proof of Fitting's Lemma we know that, for some n, KerfnnImfn=0; but 
if f is epic then so is fn, whence Kerfn=0 and thus Kerf=0.
The proof when M r is Artinian follows by duality.*

LEMMA 10.3 Let R be a nonzero ring in which every element is either 
invertible or nilpotent. Then R is a local ring.

p r o o f : First note that if aeR has no right inverse, then it has no
left inverse: if ba=l and n is the least integer such that an-0, then 
0=ban-(ba)an-i:=an~1, a contradiction. This remark and its right-left 
symmetric show that, for all aeR,

a is invertible o a is left invertible o a is right invertible.

Take now two non-invertible elements a,b of R; to see that R is local 
it suffices to show that a+b is non-invertible. Suppose then that 
(a+b)c=l for some ceR; since be is not invertible (b would then be
right invertible), there exists neIN with (bc)n-0; then
(1-bc) (l+bc+* • • + (bc)n_1)=l-(bc)n=l, but l-bc=ac cannot have a right 
inverse (a would also have one). This contradiction implies that a+b 
is non-invertible, and hence that R is local.*

THEOREM 10.4 If M r is a nonzero indecomposable module of finite 
length, then S=End(MR) is a local ring.

p r o o f [17;satz 3l: Let n be the composition length of M r ; then for
all feS we get M=Kerfn©Imfn (10.1). But, since M is indecomposable, it
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must be that either lmfn=0 (whence fn=0), or Imfn=M, Kerfn=0 (whence 
Imf=M, Kerf=0 and thus f is invertible). Therefore any element of S is 
either invertible or nilpotent and then (10.3) applies.*

REMARK H. Fitting [17; Satz 8] also proved that, in the above
situation, J(S) is nilpotent of index at most the length of Mr (see
[FA73; Theo.17.203).

The Endomorphism Ring of an Artinian Module is Semilocal

In this paragraph we state one of the implications of a 
characterization of semilocal rings given by Camps and Dicks in [9], 
who used it to solve a conjecture made by their teacher P.Menal, 
namely that the endomorphism ring of an Artinian module is semilocal 
(i.e. semisimple modulo its radical). Let us first introduce the 
concept of maximum condition with respect to summands in a set of 
subgroups of an Abelian group.

Let Q be a set of subgroups of an Abelian group M. Given X, Y, Z in £2
with X©Y=Z, we say that X and Y are Q-summands of Z; if Y*0 then X is
said to be a proper Q-summand of Z. The set £2 satisfies the maximum 
condition with respect to summands if every nonempty subset A of £2 
contains an element which is a proper £2-summand of no member of A.

For example, given a module Mr, £2={1 (r):reR> is a family of subsetsM
of the Abelian group Mz. Suppose further that there exists a ring Q
such that M=qMr and qM is finite dimensional; since, for each reR,
1 (r) is a submodule of qM, an easy argument shows that, in this case, M
£2 satisfies the maximum condition with respect to summands. This fact 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 10.6.

PROPOSITION 10.5 Let R be a ring such that there exists an R-module 
Mr satisfying the following two conditions:
1) the set £2={1 (r): reR> satisfies the maximum condition with respectH

to summands;

2) if n=R is not invertible then 1 (r)*0.H
Then R is a semi local ring.
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p r o o f  [9;Theo.i]: In what follows, let U(R) be the set of all units
in R, J=J(R), R=R/J and, for all reR, write r=r+J. We have to show 
that R is a semisimple ring.
First, we give a partial ordering in R: For a,beR, write a>b if 1 (a)
is a proper C2-summand of 1 (b); then the relation == (defined in theM
obvious way) is a partial ordering in R which, by 1), satisfies the 
minimum condition. Henceforth, by minimal we shall mean minimal with 
respect to this ordering.
We recall that aeJ if and only if 1-ab (and 1-ba) belongs to U(R) for 
all beR. This will be helpful after proving that

3) a,xeR, l-ax«SU(R) => a>a-axa.

Since, by 2), 1 (l-ax)^O, 3) will be proved if we show thatM
1 (a-axa)=l (a)©l (1-ax); clearly the sum 1 (a)+l (1-ax) is direct andM M M M M
it is contained in 1 (a-axa); on the other hand, if mel (a-axa), thenM M
m=max+m(1-ax) with maxel (1-ax) and m(l-ax)el (a).M M
Now let (^{aeR: a =a and (l-a)R is semisimple in Mod-}; since & isR
nonempty (le£), it contains a minimal element, say a; clearly, the
proposition will be proved if we show that aeJ.
Suppose then that agJ; thus aR\J is nonempty and hence there exists 
beB such that ab is minimal in aRYJ. We claim that

4) x<=R, l-abxtfU(R) => abxab=ab.

By 3) we have ab>ab-abxab, and since ab is minimal in aR\J, it follows
that (ab-abxab)eJ, proving 4). Now we can prove

5) abR is a simple right R-module.

We show that, for any xeR such that abx^O, abx generates abR; for,
since abxgJ, there exists yeR such that l-abxysSU(R), whence abxyab=ab 
and thus abxRS abR= abxyabRS abxR; hence abxR=abR.
Now, since ab«£J, there exists ceR with l-abcgU(R); for this c we claim
that a-abcae£. By 4), abcab=ab; this implies that abcaR=abR (as in the
proof of 5)) and that a-abca is idempotent, since

(a-abca)2 = a2-a2bca-abca2+abca2bca - a-abca-abca+abca = a-abca.

It remains to check that (l-a+abca)R is semisimple; now, if (l-a)r=
abcas for some r,seR, then reaR and, since a=af this implies r-ar, 
i.e. (l-a)r=0; thus the sum (I-a)R©abcaR is direct and clearly it
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contains (l-a+abca)R. Since ae£ and abcaR=abR is simple (5), 
(l-a+abca)R is a submodule of a semisimple module and hence is 
semisimple itself, as required.
Finally, since l-abcgU(R), we can apply 3) to get a>a-abca, but 
a-abcaeg’ and a is minimal in &. This contradiction shows that aeJ, as 
desired.■

THEOREM 10.6 If Mr is an Artinian module then S=End(MR) is a 
semi local ring.

proof [9;Theo. 6]: Consider the left S-module sM; for any feS, r (f)M
is precisely Kerf, and thus (10.2) shows that r (fJ^O for all 
feS\U(S). On the other hand, Mr is finite dimensional and then the 
remark preceding (10.5) shows that £={Kerf: feS> satisfies the maximum 
condition with respect to summands. Now the left-right symmetric of 
(10.5) applies and therefore S is semilocal.■

Modules of Finite Length

We intend to prove that an Artinian or Noetherian module has an 
endomorphism ring in which every nil subring is nilpotent (here we do 
not require that subrings contain the identity of the overring), and 
as a consequence the endomorphism ring of a module of finite length is 
semiprimary (i.e. semilocal with nilpotent radical). The first part 
was first announced by A.Goldie and L.Small in [20] for Noetherian 
modules. Later on, J. Fisher [16] gave a proof for the Artinian case 
which was dualizable. The second part is here easily proved using our 
Theorem 10.6.

At this point, we need to introduce the concept of T-nilpotency (for 
transfinite nilpotency). A subset W of a ring R is said to be left 
(resp, right) T-nilpotent if, for every infinite sequence w ,w , ... of 
elements of W, there exists an integer k such that w • •*wk=0 (resp.

Every nilpotent subring of R is left (resp. right) 
T-nilpotent, and every T-nilpotent subset of R is nil. Counter
examples for both converses do exist (see [A-F; Ex.15.8]); however, 
T-nilpotency does imply nilpotency in the following particular case.
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LEMMA 10.7 Let R be a ring with ACC on left (right) annihilators, and 
let B he a subring of R .Then B is nilpotent if and only if B is left 
(right) T-nilpotent.

p r o o f : As we have already remarked, if B is nilpotent then it is
(left and right) T-nilpotent. Assume then that B is not nilpotent; by 
hypothesis, i£(B)£je(B )£**• gets stationary at some neIN, and by

nassumption B *0; then there exists b eB with b B *0, i.e.l l
b^BXiCCB11). Since j£(Bn)=:JE(Bn+1), this implies b Bn+1*0; take then
such that b b Bn̂ 0, so that b b g£(Bn) and in particular b b *0. In 1 2  1 2  1 2
this way, we get a sequence b >b , .. of elements of B with bi***bk5£0 
for all kelN, and hence B is not left T-nilpotent. ■

THEOREM 10. 8 If Mr is Artinian or Noetherian, then each nil subring

of S=End(MR) is nilpotent.

proof [i6;Theo. 1.5] or [A-F;Theo. 29.2]: We assume that Mr is Artinian;
the proof if M is Noetherian may follow dually to this one, but in 
fact is a direct consequence of (9.13).
Let B be a nil subring of S. By (6.4. a) S has ACC on left annihilator
ideals, so that it suffices to see that B is left T-nilpotent (10.7).
Let us first introduce the following two concepts; a sequence lb > inn
B is an oo-chain if b • •’b *0 for all n (all subscripts will belong to1 n
IN); clearly every tail {b ,b of an oo-chain is an oo-chain. Ann n+1
element beB has an co-chain if there exists an oo-chain {b } with b =b.n 1
If {b > is an oo-chain and î j, then the product b b • • *b has an n '** * i i+l j
oo-chain.
Suppose that B is not left T-nilpotent; then 0*fti={beB: b has an 
oo-chain} and thus, since Mr is Artinian, there exists b eQi such that 
b^M is minimal in {bM:b<=Qi}. By induction, and using the previous 
remarks, we can construct the nonempty set £2n={beB: b b • • *b b has12 n-l
an oo-chain} and find b efin such that b M is minimal in {bM:befin}. Itn n
is clear that {b } is then an oo-chain.n
Moreover, for each î j, we have (b •••bM)£biM and (b •••b )e£2ii j 1 j
whence, by minimality of b M, we get1
(1) (bl-**bM)=bM.

Now, for each n, call f =b • • *b (*0). By the last remark, f M=f Mn 1 n n m
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(=b M) for all m,n. In particular f M=f M and thus, for all n,1 n n+l
(2) M=(Kerf ) + (b M).n n+l
To see that, let xeM and take yeM such that f x=f v; thenn n+l
x=(x-b y)+b y with f (x-b y)=0.n+l n+l n n+l
Let us now prove that, for ns:m, f b =0. Suppose n==m and f b *0; forn m n m
any k^m we have (1) b M-b •••b M and thus f b * • *b M=f b M^O, whatm m k  n m k n m
means f b • •-b *0 for all ka=m, i.e. f b has an oo-chain; butn m k n m
f b =(b ■ • *b )(b " - b b  ), whence (b ••■b b )eQm; then, byn m 1 m-1 m n m m n m
minimality of b M, we get m

0*b M = (b • • -b )b M = (b • • -b )2b M -m m n m m n m
contrary to the nilpotency of b * * *b eB.m n
This also proves that b MSKerf for all n==m, and thusm n
(3) b MS q Kerf and F" b MSKerf .m n—m n j=l j n
Next, we show by induction that, for any n,

(4) n Kerf + J*+lb M = M.k-1 k j=2 j
The case n=l is covered by (2). Assume now that (4) holds for n-1; 
then using (2), (3) and the modular law we get

( n Kerf W E ^ b  M) « ff^Kerf W e r f  l + ff1 b M)+b M =Vk = l k> i j-2 j J tik = 1 kJ nJ i^j=2 j J n+l

jffnn1Kerf l + fyf1 b MllrtfCerf 1+b M = Kerf +b M - M. k; ^J=2 J nJ n+l n n+l

Now, since M is Artinian, the sequence (k01̂ er^k) n€|jsj stops at some n, 
for which n Kerf SKerf . This, together with (3) and (4), showsk=l k n+l
that M=Kerf , a contradiction since f *0 for all i. Thisn+l i
contradiction proves the theorem.*

COROLLARY 10.9 If Mr is Noetherian (resp. Artinian) then T(S) (resp. 
A(S)) is nilpotent.

p r o o f : Suppose M r is Noetherian and recall that r^rCS^-ffeS:KerfSeMh
By (10.8), it suffices to show that T is nil. Let feF and consider the

2ascending chain KerfSKerf S* • • of submodules of Mr; by hypothesis 
there exists neIN such that Kerfn=Kerfn+1=* • *. Then it is easy to see 
that f^riKerfK) and thus, since KerfSeM, we get fn=0. Hence T is nil.

The result for A(S)={feS:fM«M> follows by duality.*
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THEOREM 10.10 If Mr has finite length, then S=End(MR) is semiprimary.

proof [a-F;cor.29.3]: We have to prove that S/J(S) is semisimple and
J(S) is nilpotent. Since M has finite length, it is in particular 
Artinian, and therefore (10.6) S is semilocal.
Then, by (10.8), it suffices to see that J=J(S) is nil. Let feJ; by 
(10.1) M=:Kerfm©Imfm for Decomposition length of M. Then IrnfmnKerf=0 
and Imfm=Imfra+1 (see the proof of (10.1)); therefore f is an 
automorphism of N=Imfra; its inverse g: N— >N can be extended to some heS 
since N£dM, and then fh is the identity on N, what implies 
NSKer(l-fh). But feJ implies that 1-fh is invertible, so that N=0 and 
thus fm=0, as required.!

REMARK This last theorem may be proved starting with a weaker 
assumption on M, namely that Mr is Artinian with finite homogeneous 
length, and the index of nilpotency of J(S) (i.e. the Loewy length of
S) may be bounded in terms of all simple submodules of Mr. For details 
see [48, 49, 51].

Quasi-injective and Quasi-Projective Modules with 
Noetherian, Semiprimary and Artinian Endomorphism Rings

We extend now some of the results at the end of Section 6, and 
characterize the quasi-injective (resp. quasi-projective) modules Mr 
which have semiprimary or left (resp. right) Noetherian or Artinian 
endomorphism rings in terms of chain conditions in their lattices of 
annihilator-closed (resp. M-cotorsionless) submodules. We shall keep 
the notation introduced in Section 6.

The key steps in what follows are the next two theorems:

THEOREM 10.11 If Mr is quasi-injective then every finitely generated 
left ideal of S is annihilator-closed.

p r o o f [23;Lemma l]: We prove that, if the left ideal S3 is a-closed
and feS then S3+Sf is a-closed; thus, since the zero ideal is a-closed, 
the result follows by induction.
Assume then 1 r (53)=S3 and feS; our task is reduced to show that
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1 r (S3+Sf )£53+Sf. Note that, for arbitrary left ideals 53, (£ of S, weS M
have r (B+S)=r (JB)rvr (CO. Let then gel r (S3+Sf)=l (r (S3)nr (f)); weM M M  S M S M M
have at once r (g)2r (53)nr (f); consider the following diagram inH M M
which the rows are exact (r (h)=Kerh for any heS), i,j are inclusionM
maps (so that the square on the left commutes) and r =r:H

0 — » r(20rtf*(f) — » r(S3) — fr(3) — > 0

1 J k
0 ---- » r(g)-----> M    > gM  > 0

An easy exercise of diagram chasing shows that there exists 
k: fr (3)— >gM such that the resulting diagram commutes. From the quasi-M
injectivity of M, k extends to some heS and then hf and g coincide in 
r (9); therefore g-hfel r (S3)=H, whence ge9+Sf, proving the theorem. ■M S M

THEOREM 10.12 If Mr is quasi-projective then every finitely

generated right ideal of S is to—closed.

p r o o f [A-N;Prop.4.9]: The proof is dual to that of (10.11), and
consists of showing that S3+fS is To,-closed whenever the right ideal 53 
of S is and feS.
So, assume 53-x <r (9), feS, and let us prove that t <t (53+fS)£S3+fS. ItS H S H

is clear that o' (S3+fS)£53M+fM, so that if ger <r (S3+fS) then gM£S3M+fM;M S M
write N=53M-c' (9), p:M-̂ -»M/N, f=pf and g=pg, and note that

gM = pgM - £ 0 ^ ?  a pfM = fM.

Thus, by quasi-projectivity of M, there exists heS such that g=fh,
i.e. pg=pfh, or p(g-fh)=0, but that just means that g-fheN and hence
g€N+fS=cr (9)+fS, as required.*M

Thus we get the next two corollaries from (6.18):

COROLLARY 10. 13 Let Mr be quasi-injective and consider the following 
statements:

a) S is a regular ring;
b) the kernel of every element of S is a direct summand of Mr;
c) finite intersections of kernels of elements of S are direct 

summands of Mr;
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a') S is a right perfect ring; 
b') M has ACC on K={KerfjfeS}; 
c'> M has ACC on Xf={ n Kerf : f ,...,f eS>.i =1 i 1 n
Then we have a)4»b)<*c) and a')ob')»c'). ■

COROLLARY 10.14 Let Mr be quasi-projective and consider the following 
statements:

a) S is a regular ring;
b) the image of every element of S is a direct summand of Mr;
c) finite sums of images of elements of S are direct summands of Mr; 
a') S is a right perfect ring;
b') M has DDC on ?={Imf;feS};

n
c') M has DCC on ?f={ 2 Imf : f ,...,f eS>.1=1 i 1 n
Then we have a)-»b)<»c) and a' )ob' )oc'). ■

The following theorems, proved here for quasi-injective and quasi- 
projective modules, may be proved under the weaker assumptions 9'iQHa 
and respectively, and in fact the proofs given here use only
these hypothesis.

THEOREM 10.15 If Mr is quasi-injective then the following assertions 
are equivalent:

a) S is left Noetherian;
b) M has DCC on Kf;
c) M has DCC on Ma.

proof [3i;Theo.4.3]: Since S is left Noetherian if and only if it
satisfies ACC on finitely generated left ideals, i.e. on Su, the 
equivalence a)«b) follows from (10.11) and (6.17.c).
The implications a)=*c)=*b) follow without requiring Mr to be quasi-
injective: by definition, XF£ita, so that c) implies b). On the other
hand, let Ni2N2 2 * • • be a chain of a-closed submodules of M and
consider lg(Ni)21s(N2)2* • • ; if S is left Noetherian then there exits
neIN such that 1 (Nn)=l (Nk) for all k^n and hence s s

Nn = r 1 (Nn) = r 1 (Nk) = Nk M S  M S
for all k^n, and this proves that a) implies c).m
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Dualizing the proof of (10.15) we get:

THEOREM 10.16 If Mr is quasi-projective then the following statements 
are equivalent:

a) S is right Noetherian;
b) M has ACC on 3r;
c) M has ACC on M  .■(FT

Now we turn to the question of when is S semiprimary; proofs of
Theorems 10.16 and 10.17 which use different techniques may be found 
in [23; Theorem 1] and [22; Prop.2.4].

THEOREM 10. 17 If Mr is a quasi-injective module with ACC on a-closed 
submodules then S is a semiprimary ring.

proof [31;Theo.4.5]: Since Mr is quasi-injective, (10.11) and
(6.18.c') imply that S is a right perfect ring, i.e. S is semilocal
and its radical J(S) is right T-nilpotent. Now, from (6.4. a) and the
hypothesis, we know that S has DCC on left annihilators, i.e. ACC on 
right annihilators, and hence J(S) is indeed nilpotent by (10.7). 
Therefore S is semiprimary.■

Dually, we get

THEOREM 10.18 If Mr is a quasi-project ive module with DCC on
M-cotorsionless submodules then S is a semiprimary ring.m

Next, using the Hopkins-Levitzki Theorem (a ring is left Artinian if 
and only if it is left Noetherian and semiprimary [S; p.181]), we get:

THEOREM 10. 19 Let Mr be quasi-injective. Then S is left Artinian if 
and only if M satisfies ACC and DCC on jWa.

proof [31;Theo.4.6]: If M satisfies both chain conditions on Ma then
it is left Noetherian (10.15) and semiprimary (10.17), i.e. S is left 
Artinian.
Conversely, if S is left Artinian then it is left Noetherian and hence 
M has DCC on Ma (10.15); moreover, if Ni£N2£*•■ is a chain in jta then
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the chain ls(Ni)£ls(N2)£**• stops by hypothesis and thus so does
Ni£N2£• • •, whence M has ACC on Ma. Note that this ‘only if’ part may
be proved without requiring Mr to be quasi-injective. ■

Dually,

THEOREM 10.20 Let Mr be quasi-projective. Then S is right Artinian
if and only if M satisfies ACC and DCC on M .*

J T(T

REMARK Theorem 10.19 generalizes the well known fact that the
endomorphism ring of a quasi-injective module of finite length is left 
Artinian (for an easy proof see [21]).

COROLLARY 10.21 Let Mr be quasi-projective and quasi-injective; then

a) if Mr is Noetherian, then S is right Artinian.
b) if Mr is Artinian, then S is left Artinian.

p r o o f : a) S is right Noetherian by (10. 16) and semiprimary by
(10.17); thus S is right Artinian.
b) This follows similarly from (10.15) and (10.18)a
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